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iNmoDucnoN 
Ihe amount of agricultural by-produots produced annually la 
very large. In 1946 (l), 91,000,000 acres of corn, 65,000,000 acres 
of -wheat, 41,000,000 acres of oats, and about 38,000,000 acres of 
other crops were harvested in the United States* The yield of 
cornstalks averages about 2 tons per acre (2). This means an annual 
production of 182,000,000 tons of cornstalks alone* The total 
production of by-products of all the crops would probably be close 
to 1/2 billion tons per year* At the present time only a small 
amount of the agricultural by-products is used industrially. 
Vl/hen the annual produotion of agricultural by-products is 
compared to the annual production of coal, which is about I/2 billion 
tons per year (3), it is apparent that agricultural by-products 
could become one of industry's major sources of raw materials* As 
long as the fertility of the soil is maintained, the supply of 
agricultural by-products is not in danger of exhaustion, as is 
the case with mineral resources* 
Paper and related products are at present made almost entirely 
from wood* The demand for pulping woods is so great that the forest 
reserves are being continually reduced* !Ihe supply of pulp wood 
could, of course, be maintained by reforestation, but this is an 
expensive process* Besides, when the world's food production is 
scarcely enough to feed iiie world's population suad since the demand 
for food will probably increase, it would be better to raise crops 
for food and make paper out of the "by-produota, rather than to use 
part of our land for production of paper only* 
Some agricultural hy-produots oan be easily oolleoted for 
industrial use such as hemp hurds at hemp mills, oathulls at food 
prooessing plants, and oornoobs at hybrid seed corn plants* Others 
suoh as straw and oornstalka oould be baled after the harvesting 
operation and trcmsported to the factory* In the oorn belt about 
one-third of the land is planted to oorn* In this region the average 
yield of oornstalks is about 2 tons per acre* Thus, a factory 
looated in the oorn belt oould bo supplied vdth about 33,000 tons of 
oornstalks per year produced on the land within a 5 mile radius of 
the factory* 
Although "tJie various agricultural by-products differ physically, 
they are very similar chemically. They are composed of three major 
oonstituenta, cellulose, pentosans, and lignin* 17one of the present 
processes utilizing agricultural by-products, or similar materials 
auch as wood, makes use of all three of the major components* For 
example* the paper pulp industry produces cellulose and throws the 
lignin and pentosans away, and in the production of furfural, the 
lignin and cellulose are '(•hronn away* This means that the unused 
component or components must be disposed of* Ihis is an expensive 
and troublesome process* If a process oould be developed whioh would 
utilize all three components, the waste disposal problem would be 
greatly reduced. In addition it would be more economical to divide 
the raw material cost of the agricultural by-products between three 
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produots instead of one. The dsveloisaent of suoh a process 
mis the purpose of this thesis* 
4' 
EEVIEVY OF LITEIiATDRE 
Several uses of agricultural by-produots have been developed or 
proposed* !Ihe most important uses or proposals are listed below. 
Agrioxiltural waste materials have the disadvantages of bulkiness 
and low calorific value when oompajred to coal and oil. For these 
reasons their transportation for use as a fuel over any considerable 
distance is not profitable. Vlhen utilised as fuel, they are used at 
the plant where they occur as waste products. Examples are the use 
of sawdust as a fuel in sawmills and bagasse in sugar mills (4). 
Wood and other vegetable materials break down when destructively 
Fuel 
Destructive Distillation 
distilled to give charcoal, combustible gases, tar, acetone, acetib 
\ 
acid, and methainol. 
Ilhe average yield per ton of wood is as follows (5)j 
Charcoal 649 pounds 
Combustible gas 5000 cubic feet 
I'iethanol 3.66 gallons i • 
Acetone 1.46 gallons i 
Tar 37«46 gallons ^ 
Fitch 66.0 pounds 
3.25 pounds Creosote oil 
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Ihe wood dlBtillation industry vras formarly of major importance. 
Recently the development of processes for the production of synthetic 
methanol, acetic acid, and acetone has reduced its importance* 
Insulating Board 
Coxmstalks and hagasse or other wastes are used at present in 
the production of insulating board. The stalks or bagasse are cooked 
under pressure with water. The cooked material is then beat into 
a coarse pulp and formed into a continuous mat on a forming machine* 
The mat is then pressed between rolls, dried, and cut into the 
desired lengths (6)* 
Furfural 
Furfural was first prepared by Dobereiner in 1832 (7) by 
distilling vegetable materials with mineral acids. La Forge and 
Mains (8) of the Bureau of 'Chemistry and Sweeney and his workers (9) 
at Iowa State College were the first to produce furfural on a pilot 
plant scale. In the process used at Iowa State College, corncobs 
were distilled with sulfuric acid in a glass lined still. The 
vapors were passed through a fractionating column to concentrate the 
furfural. The first commercial production of furfural was started 
by the Quaker Oats Company at Cedar Rapids, Iowa using oathulls as a 
raw material. By 1947 the production of furfural had increased so 
much that almost 500 million pounds of agricultural by-products were 
utilized in its production (lo). At the present time corncobs have 
6-
replaoed oathulls as a major source of furfural* In the <^uaker Oats 
process, the finely ground corncobs or oathulls are introduced into 
a digester lined with carbon brick and acid proof cement. The ground 
cornooba or oathulls are dampened with dilute sulfuric acid and 
steam is introduced and maintained under a pressure of 60 pounds 
per square inch. The digester is rotated during the cooking period 
and the steam is blown through the digester continuously to carry 
off the furfural. The vapors are carried to a fractionating col\jmn 
where the furfural is separated. The major uses of furfural are: 
as refining a!5ent for lubricating oils and rosin, as a solvent, and 
in the manufacture of plastics and chemical intermediates. 
Paper Pulp 
The production of paper pulp is a major chemical industry. 
In the United States production of paper pulp was 12,400,000 tons (ll). 
Practically all of this pulp was produced from wood by three chemical 
processes, namely: the sulfite, soda, and sulfate processes. 
In the "sulfite process", wood chips are digested under pressure 
at temperatures from 130 degrees to 150 degrees Centigrade in an 
aqueous solution containing alkaline-earth bisulfites and an excess 
of sulfur dioxide. In the course of the digestion, the lignin is 
converted to soluble lignosulfonio salts and the hemicelluloses are 
hydrolyted to soluble compounds. At the end of the cooking period, 
the cooking liquor is washed out of the pulp leaving the cellulose 
behind in fairly pure form (12). 
In the "soda process", wood chips are digested with a solution 
oontalning 17 to 25 per oent of sodium hydroxide based on the weight 
of the wood. The cooking period Taries from 4 to 6 hours at 
I 
temperatures of 165 degrees to 175 degrees Centigrade. At the end of 
i ! t 
' I 
the cooking period, the oook liquors are drained off leaving an [impure 
• I 
cellulose pulp behind* For the sake of economy, it is necessary to 
evaporate the oook liquor, commonly called black liquor, to;dryness 
and burn out the organic matter to produce sodium carbonate/ which is 
then treated with lime to form sodium hydroxide (IS), I 
The "sulfate process" is very similar to the "soda process", 
the main difference being the substitution of sodium sulfide for sodium 
hydroxide in the oook liquor. Sodium sulfate is added to ihe cook 
liquor to make up alkali losses. The oook liquor is evaporated to dry-
i 
ness and heated to reduce the sodium sulfate to sodium sulfide. !Ihe 
lignin and other organic materials in the oook liquor act ias reducing 
(i 
agents. The sodium sulfide is leached out and used in thd next oook (14). 
Besides the three processes mentioned above, there arje three 
I 
other processes of minor industrial importance, the chlori'nation and 
i 
nitric acid pulping processes. ' 
J 
In the chlorination pulping processes, the chlorine is used in 
the form of a hydrate (ClgSHgO) in the De Vains process sind in the 
gaseous form in the Fomlllo process. In both prooessee, the cellulosic 
material is given a preliminary digestion in dilute sodium hydroxide, 
followed by a wash, and then the chlorination treatment. The chlorinated 
lignin is removed by an alkaline extraction. The pulp is then given 
a hypochlorite bleach (15). 
In the nitric acid process, the cellulosic material is steeped 
in dilute nitric acid (2 to 7 per cent) at temperatvires near the 
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boillng point* The lignln is both nitrated and oxidized, thereby 
making it soluble in oaustio soda solution* Following the nitrio aoid 
oook« the material is ivashed with a dilute oaustio soda solution to 
remove the lignin* Ihe amount of nitrio aoid consumed in pulping 
bagasse is about 16 per oent by weight of the raw material (16)* 
Arnold (17) produced a satisfaotory paper from cornstalks* 
The cornstalks were pulped by the "soda process"* The stalks were 
cooked with 20 per cent sodium hydroxide based on the weight of 
stalks, at a pressure of 40 to 50 pounds per square inch for 1 hour* 
Yields of 40 to 50 per cent pulp were obtained* Paper mad© from Idie 
oornstalk pulp had a bursting strength about 25 per cent lower than 
paper made from sulfate pulp and about 10 per cent lower than paper 
made from sulfite pulp* Ihe tensile strength of the oornstalk paper 
was about 100 per oent higher than the sulfate paper and about 10 
per oent higher than the sulfite paper* 3}ie cornstalk pulp required 
less bleaoh than the wood pulp* 
Golub and Lur'e (18) obtained a paper pulp by macerating hemp 
chaff at 80 to 90 degrees Centigrade with 10 per oent lime for 
5 to 6 hours, then with 7 to 8 per oent sodium hydroxide for 2 
to 3 hours* A satisfaotory oommerolal paper was obtained from a 
mixture of 50 grams of hemp pulp, 25 grams bleached straw pulp, 25 
grams waste paper, 1 gram rosin, and 2 grams aluminum sulfate* 
Wood pulp has uses other than for paper* Wood pulp is used in 
the production of -Uiree types of textile fibers, oellulose acetate, 
ouprar.iinonium, and viscose rayons. In 1945, 792,000,000 pounds of 
rayon were produced in the United States (19)* 
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In the produotion of oolluloaa acetate, cellulose is acetylated 
with acetic anhydride in the presence of glacial acetic acid and a 
catalyst, usually sulfuric acid. Ihe cellulose triacetate thus formed 
is hydrolyzed to cellulose diacetate by the addition of water to the 
reaction mixture. After the hydrolysis is complete, the cellulose 
acetate is precipitated by the addition of moro water, then -washed 
and dried* %e cellulose acetate is made into fibers by dissolving the 
cellulose acetate in acetone and forcing the solution through the 
fine holes of a spinnerette into a current of v;arm air which evaporates 
the acetone, leaving the cellulose acetate in the form of filaments (20). 
Cuprammonium rayon is made by dissolving cellulose in an aramonical 
solution of copper oxide and forcing the solution through spinnerettes 
into warm water where the cellulose is coagulated. Bie filaments 
are then decopperized by passing them through dilute sulfuric acid, 
followed by Tmshing and drying (2l). 
Ihe viscose rayon process is made possible by the reaction of 
alkali cellulose with carbon disulfide to form cellulose xanthate. 
The alkali cellulose is made by soaking cellulose in 18 per cent 
sodium hydroxide. The excess alkali is then pressed out and the 
alkali cellulose is shredded and aged. 'Xhe aged alkali cellulose 
is mixed with carbon disulfide, thus forming cellulose xanthate. 
The cellulose xanthate is then dissolved in dilute caustic to 
produce a solution containing 7 to 8 per cent cellulose. The 
resulting viscose solution is ripened for several days and then 
forced through spinnerettes into a bath containing sulfuric acid 
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and sodium sulfate where the cellulose is regenerated in the form 
of filaments. If cellophane is desired, the viscose is forced into 
the coagulating bath in the form of a sheet (22). 
Cellulose plastics also consume a large amovint of cellulose 
annually. In 1947, 72,000,000 pounds of cellulose acetate and 
12,000,000 pounds of nitrocellulose were produced in the United 
States (23). 
Cellulose nitrate is prepared by treating cellulose with a 
mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid and nitric acid. After the 
nitration is completed, the cellulose nitrate is washed free of acid 
and partially dried. The remaining water is removed with anhydrous 
ethyl alcohol (24). 
Other cellulose plastics are cellulose acetate-butrate, 
cellulose propionate, ethyl cellulose, and methyl cellulose. Ethyl 
cellulose is produced by treating alkali cellulose with ethyl 
chloride. Methyl cellulose is produced by treating alkali cellulose 
with methyl chloride or methyl sulfate. Methyl cellulose is water-
soluble and is used as a thickening agent in the textile, food, and 
adhesives industries. It is also used as an emulsifjdng and 
dispersing agent in the textile, cosmetic, and paint industries (25). 
Lignin is a waste product of all the paper pulp industries . 
The ten million tons of paper pulp produced in 1946 would require the 
separation of about 5 million tons of lignin in the pulping processes. 
Only a small percentage of the yearly production of lignin is utilized 
commercially. Ihe development of a use for a large part of the 
yearly lignin production would be highly desirable for two reasons 
11-
Ono reason is that an almost Inexhaustible source of raw material 
would be made a-roilable to industry. The other reason is that the 
waste from the paper mills causes one of the major pollution problems 
in the rivers of the United States* Since these v/aters are used 
for drinking and domestic purposes. Industrial water supply, 
propagation of fish and recreational purposes, the disposal of this 
material is of great importance to the general welfare of the United 
States (26). Sxilfite lignin is used at the present time in the 
production of vanillin, plastics, adhesives. Ingredients for 
hardening cement, inaecticidos, fertilizers, and tanning agents. 
However, these processes consume only a small part of the yearly 
production of sulfite lignin. 
Vanillin was first produced from sulfite lignin by Kurachner (27) 
who heated sulfite waste liquor with potassitmi hydroxide in ttie 
presence of air. This process is the basis of Ihe present method 
for the commercial production of vanillin from sulfite lignin (28). . 
Veinillin can also be produced from alkali lignin, obtained 
from the soda or sulfate processes, as was shown by Freudenberg (29). 
In this process nitrobenzene and soditnn hydroxide were used to degrade 
the lignin giving vanillin in yields of 25 per cent. Later Hibbert 
and co-workers (30) showed that both vanillin and syringaldehyde were 
produced by the nitrobenzene treataisnt of lignin. The structural 
formulas of vanillin and syringaldehyde are shown below. 
-12-
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Vanillin Syringaldehyde 
Lignin is used in the plasties field in tiro forms, as lignin 
enriched fibrous cellulose and as an extender for phenol-formldehyde 
resins, 'ihe lignin enriched fibers are produced by adding ligniu 
to wood fiber* The lignin enriched fibers are formed into sheete 
and pressed at high temperatures to produce a hard, tough board (31)• 
Powdered lignin is mixed with phenolic resins to act as an inexpensive 
extender# Lignin can be mixed with phenol-formaldehyde resins in 
equal parts without greatly altering the quality or properties of 
the molded products (32)» Resins can also be made by reacting lignin 
•with phenols, aldehyles, and amines such as aniline, o- and p-
toluidine, benzidine, and alpha and beta napthylamine (33)* 
Sulfite lignin can be used in the preparation of ion-exchange 
resins (84)• Ihe lignosulfonic acids are converted by the action 
of heat emd aoid to an insoluble resin having ion-exchange properties* 
Tlie capacity of the resin can be increased by sulfonation* Heents (35) 
made an ion-exchange resin with good capacity and stability by 
oo-polymerising lignosulfonic aoid and phenol sulfonic acid with 
formaldehyde* Cooper (36) prepared an ion-exchange resin from alkali 
lignin by sulfonation with concentrated sulfuric acid or oleum* 
Bridger (37) distilled alkali lignin from cornstalks* The 
yield of taur ims 19^ per cent, calculated on the basis of dry 
-IS-
lignia# The phenolio portion of the tar -was fraotionally distilled. 
The following subBtsmoes were identified* phenol, o-oresol, guaiaool, 
3,5-xyl0nol, and oreosol* The tar distillate could be used in making 
satisfnctory plasties of the phenol-formaldehyde typo. 
liignin T,-a8 hjnJrogenated in an aqueous media or in an alkaline 
solution using; Raney nicksl oatalyst and a temperature of 225 degrees 
to 250 dogreea Centigrade and 100 to 175 alaioEpherea pressure (S8). 
Ihe reaction product contained methanol, n-propylcyolohexane, 
n-propyloyolohexpuol, and other hydroxy derivatives of n-propyloyolo-
hexane. Li^nin was also hydrogenated in the presence of dilute 
sulfuric acid at a temperature of 400 degrees to 450 degrees 
Centigrade and a pressure of 50 to 70 atmospheres using molybdenum sulfide 
(39). A complete transformation of lignin into liquid (44 per oent) 
and gaseous produots was aocompliBheu* 
Heuser and Wins void (40) fused lign3.n with 10 parts by weight of 
potassium hydroxide and 2 to 5 parts of water at 240 degrees to 
290 degrees Centigrade for ^  to Ig hours. Yields of IS to 19 per 
cent protocateohuio acid and 1 to 5 per cent catechol jiere obtained. 
•When the fusion was carried out in an iron oruoible out of contact 
with uir, the yield of catechol was increased up to 23 per cent, 
but protocateohuio aoid oould not be doteoted. 
Lignin can be used to remove iron from water (41)» Bxe use of 
crude lignin powdar or sand filters impregnated vrith crude lignin 
were found to be very effective in removing the iron from high iron 
waters. 
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Keilen and Pollak (42) investigated the use ci alkali lignin in 
place of carbon black aa a filler for rubber. Ihe lignin v/as dissolved 
in a sodium hydroxide solution and mixed with latax, Aoid -was then 
added to precipitate both the lignin and latex. Test samples 
prepared from the lignin latex mixture had better tensile strength 
and tear resistance then rubber filled vdth carbon black. Other 
advantages vjore lighter color, lower specific gravity, and shorter 
processing time. 
Other Uses of Agricultural By-Produots 
Wood saccharifioation to produce sugars had been used extensively 
in Germany, but has been used only on an experimental scale in the 
United States. Two processes were used in Germany, the Bergius 
process and the Scholler process. In the Bergius process (43) 
shredded wood is hydrolyted with 40 per cent hydrochloric acid. The 
hydrolysis takes place at room temperature and practically all of 
the polysaccharides are dissolved. Ihe residual lignin can be used 
as fuel or briquetted for oh&rooal manufacture. The hydrochlorio 
acid is removed from the sugar solution by evaporation. In ooouuercial 
practice a yield of 60 to 70 per cent sugars can be obtained. About 
80 per cent of the sugars can be fenaented yielding 26 per cent of 
190 proof alcohcl on the basis of thn weight of wood. 
In the Scholler process (44) sawdust or yiood chips are hydrolyzad 
under pressure with dilute sulfuric aoid at temperatures of 170 
degrees to 180 degrees Centigrade. Yields of 50 to 54 per cent of 
16' 
reduoing sugars or about 40 per oont of ferment^ible sugars are 
obtained based on the dry wood* After neutralization of tlie aoid, 
the solution may be feraented, yielding from 16 to 19 per oent of 
absolute aloohol baaed on the dry v;ood« The residual lignin is 
used for fuel# 
A continuous proaess of vrood hydrolysis has been developed 
in which the prinoipal product is a lignocelluloso residue (45). 
Finoly divided vfood is suspended in dilute oulfiirio aoid and pumped 
through fcho hydrolysis unit imder pressure of 200 to 400 pounds 
per square inoh. The partially hydrolyzed lignooellulose la then 
filtered, washed, and dried. This lignooellulose rosldue oan be 
used to produce plastic moldings. 
In another process a plastic natorial is tnade from wood by a 
rapid high pressure hydrolysis (46) (47). Wood chips are charged 
into autcolaves, usually called "guns", and treated with live steam 
at prassures up to 1200 pounds par square inch for a period of a 
few seconds. In this time, the lignins are softened by the high 
temperature stesun, and upon the sudden release of pressure, the 
chips are exploded into a mass of fine fibers. The pentosans are 
hydrolysed and removed, the cellulose is unchanged, and the lignin 
is reactivated so -that it acts as a bonding agent when the fibers 
are molded under heat and pressure. Tlie fibers are usually molded 
into boards or panels which have good mechanical strength and are 
easily machined. 
Xn excellent plastic produced from corncobs and eresol has 
-16-
been described by Sweeney and Arnold (48). Ihe procedure for 
producing the plastic was as followsi 2,000 parts cresol, 1,400 
parts ground corncobs, and 546 parts of 1.365 sp. gr. sulfuric 
acid were heated at a temperature of 230 degrees Centigrade for 
2.5 hours* The molten resin was then poured into a pan, cooled, 
and powdered. A thermoplastic molding 'powder was made by mixing 
the resin with an equal weight of asbestos filler. A thermosetting 
molding powder was prepared by adding hexamethylenetetramine to 
the above mixture. The thermosetting molding powder could be 
molded in 3 minutes at 200 degrees Centigrade. The molded plastic 
compared very favorably with phenolic plastics in strength, 
appearance, and imter resistance. 
The xylans in pentosan materials can be converted into 
xylose by hydrolysis with dilute acids. Firstenberger (49) 
produced xylose from oornatalks by hydrolysis with 0.20 N sulfuric 
acid at a pressure of SO po\inds per square inch for 2 hours. The 
sulfuric acid was removed from the cook liquor by neutralizing 
vdth calcium carbonate and filtering out the insoluble calcium 
sulfate. Yields of about 18 per cent xylose were obtained. 
Webber (50) obtained oxalic acid, in high yields, by treating 
corncobs with nitric acid according to the following procedure. 
One part corncobs was dissolved in 3 to 5 parts of 1.5 sp. gr. 
nitric acid by gently heating the mixture. Tlie mixture was then 
cooled and a small amount of vanadium pentoxide and 2 to 3 parts 
-17-
of 1*42 sp. gr. Qltrlo acid were added. "Qie mixture ms cooled 
for 2 to S days to provide ample time for the formation of oxalic 
acid. Consistent yields of about ICX) per cent based on the weight 
of cornoobs were obtained. ^ 
-15-
EXPERIMENTMi 
A process utilizing the three major plant oonstituents has 
been desoribed by the author in a previous thesis (51)• In this 
process, hemp hurds were cooked "with a solution containing sulfuric 
acid, sodium nitrate, and sodium chloride, ^his treatment hydrolyzed 
the pentosans to a soluble form and oxidized the lignin so that 
its subsequent removal -jrilth dilute sodium hydroxide was made 
easier. The pentosans in the acid filtrate were converted to 
furfural by distilling the acid liquor. Uie ligno-oelluloae 
remaining after the acid oook was cooked with dilute sodium 
hydroxide to dissolve the lignin. The caustic lignin solution was 
filtered off and acidified with the acid residue from the furfural 
distillation. The precipitated lignin was then filtered off and 
dried. Bie filtrate frcan the lignin filtration was evaporated to 
recover crude sodium sulfate. The cellulose remaining after the 
removal of the caustic lignin solution was washed and dried. 
It was found that two acid cooks and two caustic cooks gave 
a better cellulose; than one acid ooolc and on© caustic cook. The 
process giving the best results from the laboratory scale data is 
shown in Fig. 1. The oellulose from the process shown in Fig. 1 
had a white color and an alpha cellulose content of 90.0 per 
cent. 
Ihe development of the above process on a pilot plant scale 
Acid filtrate 




1.87 lb. NaNO. 
1.37 lb. NaCl' 


























1.70 lb. Lignin 
Fig. 1 
Flow Diagra.i2 of Cellulose-Furfural-Lignin Process 
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was the purpose of this thesis. The main problems that had to 
be solved are listed belovr. 
1. To obtain satisfactory yields vdth the minimum equipment, 
ohemioal, and labor costs. 
2. Solution of corrosion problems particularly in the cooker, 
furfviral still, pumps, and pipe lines. 
3. Rapid filtration of the reaction mixtures. 
4. Prevention of clogging of the pipe lines by solids. 
5. Dovelopment of uses for the lignin. 
Ihe first four problems were directly related to the pilot 
plant itself. The fifth problem was important because markets 
must be found for all three products if any economic advantage 
is to be gained by producing three products instead of one or 
two. The markets for furfural and oellulose are well established, 
which is not the case for lignin. For this reason considerable 
time was spent on the development of uses for the lignin produced 
in the above process. 
Description of Pilot Plant 
Cooker 
Several materials such as stainless steel, monel metal, 
inconel, and Haveg "60" were tested in contact vrith the cook liquors 
Haveg stood up better than the other materials. Haveg is a plastic 
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produot made from a special phenol-formaldehyde rosin -vdth aoid 
washed asbestos filler. 
The acid and oaustio cooks ware all carried out in a oylindrioal 
flat bottomed Haveg temk* !Die oookizig solutions were drained off 
through a l/2 inoh opening as olose to the bottom of the tank as 
possible. Steam was introduced directly into the bottom of the 
oooker by a l/2 inoh H&veg steam line. 'Ihe collulose vras mshed 
out through a 3 inoh opening as olose to the bottom of the tank 
as possible. A. photograph of the oooker and the outlet lines is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Storage tanks 
Wood tanks wero used for storing the filtrates from the first 
oaustio and from the first and second aoid oooks. A. steel tank 
was used for storing the filtrate from the second oaustio oook. 
All of the tanks v/ere ooatad with Uoilon, a protective coating 
manufactured by United Chromium Incorporated. Uoilon contains & 
plastic of undisclosed composition, dissolved in an organic 
solvent. In addition the joints between the staves of the wood 
tanks used for storing the filtrates from the first caustic and 
first aoid oooks were filled with tar when the tanks were erected. 
The above storage tanks were all at a lower level than the cooker 
frfiich was placed on the balcony above them. Gravity flow was 
utilized in transporting the various filtrates from the cooker to 
the storage tanks. The positions of the tanks are shown in Figs. 
3 and 4. 
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1, Baveg cooker 
2» Aoid storage t$ink 
5* Caustio mixing tank 
Fig. 2 llaveg Cooker 
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C ' i'i* *'t±:Si,< " S . «• 7 «<"•.< _ , 
2 »  A&ld storage tank 
3. Aoid storage tank 
4* Cauatlo storage tank 
6* Caustic storage tank 
6. fractionating oolucin 
7 • Blow case 
8* Open kettle evaporator 
9. Llgnln evaporator 










Aoid storage tank 
Caustio storage tank 
Caustic storage tank 
6. Fractionating column 
11. Furfural still 
12, Caustio storage tank 
Fig. 4 
A half round tank "was used for storing the filtrate 
from the lignin filtration. The half round tank is shovm in 
Fij^s. 3 and 4« 
Furfural still and fractionating column 
An enamel lined atoam jaoketed reaction vessel having a 
oapacily of 50 gallons and equipped with a motor driven agitator 
was used as the furfural still. Ihe vapors from the still were 
oonduoted through a oopper pipe into a fractionating colximn. 
The fractionating column was constructed of 8 inch diameter stone-
Yfaro pipe filled with 1 inch stonev/are Raschig rings. Hie vapors 
coming out of the top of the column were condensed in a water 
cooled condenser. The furfural settled out as a separate phase 
in the condensate and was withdrawn. The other phase consisting 
of water mth about T per cent furfural dissolved in it was run 
back into the top of the column as reflux. The waste liquor was 
withdrawn from the bottom of the column. The furfural still and 
fractionating column sans lagging are shown in Fig, 4, 
Evaporatora 
An open kettle steam jacketed kettle ivas used to evaporate 
the lignin filtrate to a thick syrup. The concentrated filtrate 
was then evaporated to dryness in an evaporator made by welding 
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strips of steel plate to make a rim 4 inches high around the edge 
of a flat steam plate. Tho steam plate had a surface area of 16 
square feet. The evaporators are shovm in Fig. S» 
Filters 
A small plate and frame filter press rras used to filter the 
lignin. A box filter with a 20 mesh copper screen in the bottom 
was used to filter the oellulose. The cellulose filter is shown 
in Fig, 5. 
Dryer 
The oellulose was dried in a tray dryer. 
Pumps 
Centrifugal pumps of steel construction were used in pumping 
the alkaline solutions* A blow oase was used in transporting the 
acid solution. Hie blow oase vras made from two i/ater heater tanks. 
The tanks were coated on the inside with Uoilon to make them 
acid resistant. The outlet and compressed air lines of the two 
tanks were oonnected together so that the two tanks acted as a 
unit. The blow oase is shorm in Fig. 3. 
Pifiing. 
One-half inoh and three-quarter inoh steel piping were used 
in transporting the alkaline solutions. One-half inch Haveg pipe 
was used in transporting the aoid filtrate from the cooker to the 
aoid storage tanks. One-half inch steel pipe lined with Uoilon 
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was iiKod in traniiporting tho acid liquor from storage tank No. 1 to 
tho furftiral still. It v/aa nooossary to romove all oil from the 
inside surface of the steol pipe before applying the Uoilon. The pipe 
•was -vvtshed -vrith trichloroethylene to renove any oil tlmt raip;ht have 
been present. 'Tho pipe, after drying, tTas plugged at one end and 
filled ^vith Uoilon. Tlie plug vras then removed and the oroess Uoilon 
ivas allowed to drain. After the coating left on the inside of tho pipe 
had dried, the prooeedure was repeated until throe coatings had been 
applied. Flanged unions were employed in assembling the coated pipe. 
Valves 
Braaa globe valves were used in the pip® lines oarryi-iig 
alkaline solutions. Hills-MoGanna diaphram valves were used in 
the aoid lines. These valves had iron bodies 7/ith flexible rubber 
diaphrams. The iron parta of tho valves were ooated vdth Uoilon 
to protect them from the aoid. 
Experimental Pilot Plant Runs 
Hemp hvrrds as ^  ravf material 
Henp hurdr ivere used as a rem material in the follovdng 
runs. The henp hiirds \'Tero obtained from the pithy material on 
tlie inside of the hemp stalks. The fibers occur along the entire 
length of tho stalks betv<een the thin outside bark and the pith 
on the inside. In the separation of the fiber at the hemp mill, 
the stalks were crushed between a series of rolls. Tho pith was 
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broksn up into small piaoes called "hurda"# Ihes6 hxirds were 
then separated from the fiber. The hurds oonstituie about GO 
per oont of the hemp stalk, the other 20 por oent being fiber (52)• 
The hurds are attractive as a raw material because they are 
segragated at the hemp mill* 
^0 oomposition of hemp hurds as giTon by Kasaow and 
i^schendorleln (53) is as followss 
Ash 1*28 per cent 
Fat and resin 2*85 per oont 
Pentosan 24.16 per oent 
Cellulose 40*51 per oent 
Lignin 23#34 per oent 
The hemp hurds used in the following experiments were obtained 
from the United States Govermont hemp mill at Boone, Iowa. The 
Bife of the hTirds averaged about 1 l/4 inches in length, about 
3/I6 of an inch in width, and about I/8 of an inch in thickness. 
For tiie following experiments, the hemp hurds were ground up in 
a hammer mill using a 3/I6 inch soreen. 
In the alpha cellulose determinations, a 1 gram cellulose 
sample was subjected to repeated ohlorination treatments, followed 
by washing with dilute sodium sulfite solution until no lignin 
remained in the san^ls. She presence of lignin was indicated by 
the purple color developed vAien the samples were washed wa.th sodium 
sulfite after ohlorinating• The sample was then dried and mixed 
thoroughly Tilth 25 milliliters of 17.5 per cent soditaa hydroxide 
solution. Ilia mixture was allo-»v8d to stand at room temperature 
for 30 minutes and then •was filtered through a Goooh oruoible* 
The sample was washed with 50 milliliters of 8 per oent sodium 
hydroxide solution, then -with water, 1 per cent aootio acid, and 
finally with water imtil the filtrate was neutral to methyl red. 
!fhe onioible was then dried and weighed. The weight of residue 
remaining in the oruoible was called alpha cellulose (54). 
In nins 1, 2, and 3, the procedure outlined in Fig. 1 was 
followed. The cooking time for all the oooks was 3 hours. The 
yields were reported on the basis of the weight of hemp hurds. 
Rim Wo. 1 
Weight of hemp hxards a 500 pounds 
First acid cook 
Chemioals usedt 
Sulfuric aoid 145 pounds 
Sodium nitrate 62.5 pounds 
Sodium chloride 62.5 pounds 
Water 300 gallons 
Volume of filtrate 320 gallons 
First oaustio cook 
Chemicals usedt 
Sodium hydroxide 50 pounds 
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Water 
VoltmiQ of filtrate 
300 gallons 
320 gallons 
Second acid oook 
Chemicals UBed; 
Sulfuric acid 145 pounds 
Sodlttm nitrate 62.5 yoTinds 
Sodiijjn chloride 62.5 pomide 
Vfeter 150 gallons 
Volmo of filtrate SJJO gallons 
Second caustic cook 
Chemicale usedi 
Sodiran hydroxide 100 poTinds 
Water 150 gallons 
Voluiao of filtrate 320 gallons 
Yields 
Hi© yields of ligmn and furfural were not determined since 
the cooking liquors vrere not fortified with filtrates from a 
previous rim» 
Yield of celluloses z 35.B p-a* cent 
Hie oolluioae had a tan oolor and an alpha oolluioae oontant 
of 72.4 per cent. 
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B tm ?To. 2 
'.7ol?;ht of hemp hurda » 500 nounds 
First anid oook 
Ohomioals usod; 
Sulfuric aoid 145 pounds 
Sodiuifl nitrate pounds 
Soditan chloride 62 »o pounds 
320 gallons of filtrate from the second oook 
of Run Fo» 1 
Vol\jme of filtrate 320 gallons 
First oaustio oook 
Chemicals useds 
320 gallons of filtrate from the second caustic 
oook of Run 1 
Second acid oook 
Chftmic.'da UBod; 
Sulfuric aoid 145 pounds 
SodiTau nitrate 62.5 pounds 
Sodium chloride 62.5 pounds 
Wfttor 150 gallons 
Volume of filtrate 320 gallons 
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Seoond oaus tio cook 
Chsraicals usacl: 
Sodium hydroxide 100 pouarls 
Tffeter 






Orudo aodittm sulfate 
Cellulose 
Tha cellulose had a light tan color and had an alpha nellulose 
content of 96.2 per oent» 
3.04 per oaiit 
•1.78 por cent 
43.5 par cant 
33.6 per oent 
Run 5fo. 3 
IThe amounts of ohemicals used and the volumes of the filtrates 




Crude sodiian sulfite 
Cellulose 
2.95 per cent 
9.18 per cant 
54«4 par oent 
30.4 par cant 
T/ie cellulose had a very light tan color and an alpha cellulose 
content of 89.8 per oent. 
jTie yii3lc?s of li.rnln, crude sodium snlfnte, and cellulope in 
Vvn ''o. 3 7.'c:re aV''^\jt the ;--r:ni0 o.s the yl<=;ldr obtidwed in ths 
lai'or'j.t.or" .^irsle er.pc:r1monts sho^ti in Fi!r, 1. TliC' furftiral yield 
Tffas fi,bo\xt 60 per oexjt of +:be yield ob-rHlned in the laboi'fttory 
oxporiments• 
Tho uroete Ziquoi' from the furfural dia ti llc.tion in linn N'o. 
S contained 19,6 pounds of hydroohlorif. acid. The hyOrooblorio 
aoid ivas obttiined from the reaction of sulfuric f».cid and sodiujn 
chloride. In Kun No. 4, this aoid -wae added to tho solution used in 
tho first acid oook to replace an equivalent amount of sulfuric 
aoid. T?ie ajnount of sodium chloride was roduoed so that the ratio 
of salt to sulfuric aoid v.-as the same aa in tho previous runs. 
Fun No. 4 
T^eipht of hemp hurds s 250 pounds 
f 
First aoid oook 
Chemicals used: 
Sulfuric acid 59.2 pounds 
Sodium nitrate 31.5 pounds 
Sodium chloride 25.7 pounds 
44 gallons of waste liquor containing 9.9 
pounds of hydrochloric acid from the furfural 
distillation of Run No. 3 
Volume of filtrate * 160 gallons 
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First caustic cook 
fJheaiioals used; 
150 gallons of filtrate frcr. tha seocnd oaustlo 
cook of Run Wo. 3 























Crude sodium sulfate 
Cellulose 
Ihe oellulose had a tan color and an alpha celluloso content 
of 87.9 per cent. 
5.08 per cent 
7.05 por otint 
52.0 per cent 
35*2 per cent 
R-vin l''o. 5 
Vfelght of hemp Kurds ; 250 pounds 
B'irst acid oook 
Chomioals usedi 
Sulfuric acid 56«6 pounds 
Sodium nitrate 31.5 pounds 
Sodium chloride 24.7 pounds 
47 gallons of waste liquor containing 11.8 
pounds of hydrochloric aoid from the furfiural 
diatillation of Run No. 4 
160 gallons of filtrate from the second aoid 
ooolr of Run No. 4 
Volume of filtrate s 160 p;allons 
Yields 
Furfural 5.36 per cent 
Lignin 8.37 per cent 
Crude sodium sulfate 48.4 per cent 
Cellulose 36.7 per cent 
'ihe cellulose had a tan color and an alpha cellulose content 
of 85.8 per cent. 
Ibe amount of sulfuric aoid and sodium chloride could be 
reduced slightly "by tho use of the hydrochloric acid in the waste 
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liquor from the furfural still. I'he yield of furfural v/as inoreased 
about 2 per cent, buU the quality of tho cellulose decreased as 
was shown by the decrease in the alpha cellulose contont. 
Simplified Process 
Tho process described in the preceding pages oould bo 
simplified considerably by using one acid and ono caustic cook 
instead of two acia and trxo caustic cooks. Ihe crude sodiijm 
sulfate produced in tho preceding runs vfas found to contain 
a considerable amount of organic matter. Since the yield of lignin 
ims about l/o of tlie amount of lignin in the hemp hurds, it wftB 
assumed that part of the lignin v/as degraded to compounds soluble 
in acid solutions and could not be recoTered in the aoid preoipitation 
of the lignin. ^ese soluble compounds could be recovered easily 
by using only enough sodium hydroxide to form sodium salts of the 
lignin and other soluble oompoimds and evaporating the caustic 
filtrate to dryness. 
k flow diagram for the simplified process is shovm in Fig. 5. 
The sodium salts of lignin and other compounds are referred to as 
lignin in tho following runs. 
Run No. 7 






































Xhe cellulose had a brown oolor and an alpha oellulose content 
of 62.3 per oent. 
1*41 per cent 
21*2 per oent 
58 *7 per cexrb 
Run No* 8 




Sulfuric aold 146 pounds 
Sodium nitrate 62.5 pounds 
Sodium ohloride 62*5 pounds 
160 gallons of filtrate from the furfural 
distillation of Run No* 7 
Volume of filtrate • 160 gallons 
Yields 
Furfural 2»89 per oent 
Llgnin 31.6 per oent 
Cellulose 48*2 per oent 
Ihe cellulose had a tan oolor and an alpha cellulose content 
of 72*3 per oent* 
Run No* 9 
%e proeeedure in Run No. 9 ivas the same as the prooeedure 





3*04 per oent 
32*2 per oent 
48*7 per cent 
The yields of furfural from the simplified proooss were lower 
than the yeilds from the process omploylnE two acid and two oaustio 
cooks. The yisld of cellulose was considerably hit^her, hut wna of 
much lov/©r quality. The main advantage of the sinplified prooeea 
is the reduction in the nuonber of processing steps. 
Corncobs as & ray material 
In the folloTBing runs, corncobs were used as a tscji material. 
It -was necessary to grind the corncobs in order to get a satisfactory 
penetration of the cooking liquors. The corncobs used in the following 
runs wore ground in a hammer mill using a 3/l6 inch screen. 
After the completion of Run No. 9, the enamel lining of the 
furfural still was examined. It was found that the acid liquor 
had apparently worked through a oraok in the lining and loosened 
the lining in a spot about 2 inches in disuneter. For this reason, 
the process mc raodified so that the ftirfural distillation could 
be carried out in a lead lined still. Since the mixture of nitric 
aoid and hydrochloric acid had a corrosive action on lead, the 
pentosans ifrore hydrolyzed by cooking vdth sulfuric aoid at 100 degrees 
Centigrade for 3 hours. This acid filtrate containing dilute 
sulfuric aoid and hydrolyzed pentosans was distilled in a lead 
lined, steam jacketed pressure vessel. The fiurfural t^ls concen­
trated in a fractionating column made from 4 inch steel pipe packed 
to a depth of 5 feet -with s/8 inch Berl saddles. The furfural 
-di­
still and fraotlonating ooliom arA shoim In Fig. 6* 
After the remdval of the pentosans, the hydrolyzed oornoobs 
were oooked with a mixture of sulfuric aoid, sodiim nitrate, and 
sodium chloride, followed by a cook with sodium hydroxide. A 
flow diagram for the above process is shown in Fig* 7* 
Run No. 10 
Weight of cornoobs - 200 pounds 
Sulfuric acid cook 
^hemioals usedt 
Sulfuric acid 120 poxmds 
Water 100 gallons 
Volume of filtrate 160 gallons 
Acid cook 
Chemicals usedt 
Sulfuric acid 80 pounda 
Sodium nitrate 60 pounds 
^odium chloride 60 pounds 
Water 50 gallons 
Caustic cook 
Chemioals usedi 
Sodium hydroxide 14 pounds 

















Fig. 7 Flov; Dingrain of Process Used for Corncobs 
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Water 







2.90 per oent 
22*4 per oent 
28*9 per cent 
!I!he oellulose had a light tan oolor and an alpha oellulose 
content of 71*1 per cent* 
Hun No* 11 
^/^oight of oornoobs - 200 pounds 
Sulfuric aoid cook 
Chemicals usedt 
Sulfuric aoid 110 pounds 
Water 100 gallons 
























Ihe oellulosa had a light tan oolor and an alpha oellulose 
content of 74.8 per cent. 
2.84 per cent 
23.3 per oent 
30*2 per oent 
Hun No. 12 
Weight of oornoobs s 200 pounds 
Sulfuric aoid oook 
Chemicals used* 
Sulfuric aoid 100 potinds 
Water 100 gallons 
Volume of filtrate 150 gallons 
Aoid oook 
Chomioals used: 
Sulfuric acid 40 pounds 
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Sodium nltrnte pounds 
Sodium ohloride 25 pounds 
Water 50 gallons 
Caustic cook 
Chemicals used* 
Sodium hydroxide 14 pounds 
Water 60 gallons 
Volume of filtrate 150 gallons 
Yields 
Furfural 2.83 per cent 
Lignin 25*4 per cent 
Cellulose 31*2 per cent 
The cellulose had a light tan color and an alpha cellulose 
content of 7&*6 per cent. 
Run No* 13 
Weight of oornoobs ; 200 pounds 
Sulfuric aoid cook 
Chendoals used: 
Sulfuric acid 90 poimds 
Water 100 gallons 





















Furfural 1.89 per cent 
Lignin 22.4 per cent 
Cellulose 35*3 per cent 
!Qie oellulose had a tan color and an alpha oellulose content 
of 69.7 per cent. 
Ihe quality of cellulose in Run No. 12 urns the best of the 
runs using oorncobs as a raw material. !Die amounts of sodixim 
chloride tmd sodium nitrate used in Run GO. 12 vere l/2 as much as 
the amounts required to obtain a cellulose pulp from hemp hurds. 
The sulfuric aoid remaining after the furfural distillation 
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"nas reoovered and reused by filtering out the solids formed 
during the distillation. About 70 per cent of the sulfuric acid 
T/ma reooTrered. 
!Ihe furfural distillationa in Runs 10, 11, 12, and 13 were 
carried out at atmospheric pressure* Pressure distillations on 
50 pound portions of the filtrate from Run No. 12 were carried 
out in the apparatus shown in Fig. 6. The results are shown in 
Table I. 
Table I 
Yields of Furfural by Pressure Distillation 
Pressure Yield of furfural based 






Hi9 data given in H&ble I show that the yield of furfural 
increases as the pressure increases, up to a pressiure of 32 pounds 
per square inch. The pressure could not be increased above 32 
poiuxds per square inch in the pressure vessel used for the distill-
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atlott* 
In the run at 32 potinds per square inch, samplos were collected 
at regular intervals during the distillation. In Table II, the 
per cent of filtrate distilled and cumulative yields of furfural, 
based on the weight of corncobs, are given. 
O^ble II 
Cumulative Yield of Furftiral at Regular Intervals During 
The Furfural Distillation at 32 Pounds per Square Inch 














The data given in Table II show that most of the furfural -was 
formed in the first part of the distillation. About 84 per cent 
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of the total yield of furfural could be obtained by distilling 
about 30 per cent of the filtrate. In the distillations at atmospheric 
pressure, most of the fxjrfural was formed near the end of the 
distillation. Besides the higher yields of furfural, the pressure 
distillation method has the additional advantage of requiring less 
steam, if only 30 per cent of the filtrate is distilled. 
Dlsousslon of Results Obtained in the Pilot Plant 
It was noted after the first 2 rxms that the interior of the 
Haveg cooker was slowly being attacked, as indicated by the slightly 
roughened surface. One coat of Uoilon -was applied to the interior 
of the tank. It was observed after the next run that the Uoilon 
adhered to the surface that had been slightly pitted, but peeled 
off from the smooth portions of the tank wall. After two more 
runs, the entire surface of the tank not covered by Uoilon was 
pitted. Another coat of TJcilon was applied to a part of the interior 
of the tank and the rest of the surface was covered with l^gon. 
lygon is sold by the U. S. Stoneware Company, and is also a plastic 
material dissolved in a volatile solvent. Both ooatings stood up 
well, giving satisfactory protection to the tank for the remainder 
of the runs. 
Ihe steel pipes lined with Uoilon resisted the cold aoid 
solutions, but did not resist the hot acid solutions. In contact 
with hot solutions, the Uoilon lining formed blisters and worked loose 
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from the pipe wall# Steol pipes wore also lined with Tygon and 
tested in tha oporation of the pilot plant# The Tygon also resisted 
the cold aoid solutions, but not the hot solutions* The Hills-
KoCanna valves which vtera coated with Uoilon withstood both the 
cold and hot acid svilutiona. The blow case, -which wa? also lined 
with Uoilon, -wae examined after a 2 year period and the lining was 
found to be intact# Tl'.e eicid solutions had been, in oontaot with 
the lining oontinuously over the 2 year period. 
Ihe wood storage tanica whioh had tar between the staves and 
were lined with Uoilon leaked from time to time and were not 
aatlsfaotory# The other wood storage tank which was lined with 
Uoilon, having no ooating between the staves, stood up satisfactorily# 
In the first runs various types of screens were plaoed over 
the 1/2 inoh outlet line from the Haveg oooker. These soreens 
were unsatlafaotory because they plugged quickly# IWien no screen 
was used a small amount of solid material washed out at first, 
but the solids in the tank soon formed a bridge over the opening 
after which only liquid came through# 
Hie cellulose produced in Run ITo# 3 using 2 acid and 2 oaustio 
cooks had a very light color and a high alpha cellulose content# 
Biis oallulose was nitrated to form pyroxylin. The nitrocellulose 
dissolved readily in ethyl acetate and a mixture of ethyl alcohol 
8Lnd ether# Films were formed from the nitrocellulose solutions 
which were transparent and tough# 
Cellulose xanthate was prepared from the cellulose from R\m 
No# 9# Cellophane was prepared from the xanthate solution# The 
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aheets of cellophane trere tranoparant, flexible, and tough and 
seemed comparable with samples prepared from cotton* 
The cellulose from the runs using the simplified process 
tvas darker in color and had a loirer alpha cellulose content* How­
ever, all of the samples beat up to a pulp readily* Olmsted (55) 
prepared cellulose acetate from hemp cellulose prepared by the 
simplified process* The cellulose acetate molded readily and had 
a slightly lower impact strength and better water resistance 
than samples molded from commercial sajnples of cellulose acetate* 
The cellulose was used as a plastic filler giving plastics 
with a higher strength than wood flour filled plastics* The use 
of cellulose as a plastic filler is discussed later* 
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USE OF REFRACTIVE IliDEX TO DETRRIEIIE IHE SUlUCTflRE OF LIGMN 
At the present timo there is much uncertainty about the exaot 
structure of lignin. Most of the difficulty in the work on 
lignin structure stems from the fact that lignin is a polymei* 
which is sensitive to chemical clianges when the lignin is isolated. 
Also it is very difficult to break lignin do^7n by chemical means 
into its constituent parts vrf.thout altering tho sti'ucture of 
the fission products. The above difficulties could be avoided if 
some physical measurement could be employed v;hich is directly 
dependent upon tho structure of the molecule. Index of refraction 
seemed to be the most desirable property. 
Derivation of an Equation for the Prediction of Index of Refraction 
The molecular refractivity calculated by means of the Lorenz-
Lorentz equation is used in excluding certain compounds from 
consideration in the identification of unknown organic compounds. 
It is also useful as a final check on an unknotvn after its 
identity sind structure have been established (56). 'Ihe Lorenz-
Lorenta equation is given below. 
where 
s molecular refractivity 
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n 2 Index of refraction 
® - molecular weight 
d s density 
Uie theoretioal molecular refraotivity is the sum of the 
atomic refractiTities plus exaltations due to unsaturation, ring 
foraation, or apooial groups# The commonly used values are 
given in Table III (57)• 
Table III 
Atomic Refractivities Used in 
Calculating Molecular Refractivity 
Element Atomic refraotivity for the sodium D line 
C 2.42 
H 1.10 





S in SH 7.69 
S in RgS 7.97 
Table III (Continued) 
Element Atomic refraotivity for the sodium D line 
M, C 
S la RCHS 
S in RgSg 
Nitrogen iai 
Hydr oxylomine s 
flydrozinea 
Pritnary aliphatic amines 
Secondary aliphatic amines 
Tertiary aliphatic arainoa 
Primary aramatio amines 
Secondary aramatio amines 





























Table III (Continued) 
Element iVtoraio refraotivity lor tho sodium D line 
% 
Sitrogaraffina 6.72 
Aromatic nitro compounds 7.SO 
rlitraaiineB 7.51 




Double bond 1.73 
Itiple bond 2.40 
"Qirse mombered ring 0.71 
Four merabered ring 0,48 
Greater aoouraoy than that given by the Loronr.-Lorentz equation 
would be highly desirable for the determination of Gtruoture. For 
this reason, an attempt "waa made to derive a more aoourate equation 
for the prediotlou of refraotivo index. 
The idea has long boon aooepted that light ti'aveling through 
a refracting loediuai travels at a lowar velocity than In a vacuutn. 
The index of refraction is defined as the ratio of the velocity of 
light in a vacuum dividod by tho velocity of light in the refracting 
mediuia# Ihrae poaaibl© liieohanisms for tho refraction of lij^ht will 
be considered: 
lo 'Hmt in which the velocity of light in a refracting medium 
is oonsidorod uuii'orsi in all paints of the ;tGdiu;n and inversely 
proportional to tho amount of matter present par unit volume. 
2. Ibat in wliich Uio li£:ht passing through the atoms is 
considorad to travel at a lower velocity than that traveling in 
the space between the atoins, but is not slowed down in the space 
bet»veen the atoms. The velocity of the light within the atom is 
uniform in all parts of the atom. 
3. That in which there is an impenetrable core of the atom 
into whioh light does not penetratej the light traveling close 
to the impenetrable core is forced to bend around it so that in 
a shell surrounding the core, the light appears to travel more 
slowly because of the greater distance offered by the curved path. 
The velocity of the light Is assumed bo remain that of light in a 
vacuum in all parts of the atom. 
In the first case, the index of refraction should vary directly 
with the density of a given medium. Since the index of refraction 
does not vary in this manner, this assumption must be incorrect. 
An equation covering the second case can be derived by 
assuming that tho light travels at a lower, but constant velocity 
in a fraction of the space where F is the fraction of space 
occupied by the atoms, and that it is not slowed up in the remaining 
fraction of space 1-F. A. cirgle ray of lif^ht w311 travel through 
F units of volume or locgth to every unit of volume or length 1-^. 
Let c • velocity of ]i,rht in a vaomcn 
t r time 
u_ • velo'ity of light that is slowed up in the fraction 
n o index of refraction of the space F where tho light is 
slowed up 
JR s index of refraction of the medium 
The time required for light to travel a unit distance while 
trPvYoling at a velocity jo v/ould be given byj 
The time required for lif^ht to travel the same unit dietance 
at a velocity Uj^^ would be given by J 
of space 
Uj^^ • average velocity of light in the mediim 
(1) 
o 





Sinoe the index of refraction is the ratio of the time 
required to travel an equal distance through a vacuum, the index 
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of refraotlon oan "be obtained by dividing equation 4 by equation 
1, Tfhich gives 4 
Aa the density varies for a given medium, the value of jP 
will change in direct proportion, which rnesms that n - 1 given 
by the above equation will vary direotly with change in density. 
Since this is not true for actual mediums, the above assumption 
must be incorrect. 
For the third case where the light does not penetrate the 
interior of the atoms, the picture of a single atom ia as shown 
schematically in Fig. 8* 
n - 1 - F + Fng (5) 
or 
n - 1 s F (n. - 1) (6) 
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« core of atom where the light rays do not penetrate 
Vg = volume of shell surrounding the oore, through which the 
light rays appear to travel more slowly because of the 
greater distance traveled. 
Vf • free volume assigned to one atom where the light rays are 
unsiffected 
= totd. volume = Vg + Vj. 
s total space in which the light rays can travel -
^s + Vf = Vf \ 
" i^Jidius of atom to edge of impenetrable core 
Tg s radius from center of atom to outer edge of the shell 
Fig* 8 Schematic Diagram of an Atom 
Althotip;!! the cU>nilons of nnd &r?> draTm as distinct 
lines, it is probable that the zones change gradually from one 
to another* 
In the above meohanism, it is aesumed that when a light -wave 
oomes in oontaot with the impenetrable core of the atom, that the 
wave front divides and ilovra around tho oore and oostes together 
again on the otiier side of tiie oore in the same ioannex* as light 
waves do when passing through a difiractioa grating. I'nua the 
light waves that strike tne oore of an atom are forced to bend 
into a curved path and then continue on in the original direotion 
of motion. Thus, although the ligiit wavea travel at the velocity 
of light in a vaouum in all parts of the uiudium, diey appear to 
be slovrad up buoause of the greater distance thoy are forced to 
travel• 
If the above mechanism is correct, t^ie volume or radius 
of tho atoms in the medium should play an important part* 
Equation 6 should hold for this mechanism if P is equal to ^8 
and Hg tho average index of refraction of the shell surrounding 
the core of the atom. 
F s ^  s 
''I 7^^  
(7) 
(8) 
Assume thnt the ratio of is a conatant ^  for all atoms, 
r„ 
- r. •] 
For all the atoms in a aiolsoulo of th® medltna 
Z\'Z ftr [K)3 - ( 9 )  
V* a volume oeoupied by ona moleoul© = ,,Y5?.^V^S — 
Avagadros munber 
7 « total volume of th® atoms in one moleoula of the 
a 
medium into which the light cannot penetrate -Vat 
~ for a single atom 
^at * Tf 1* ® ^ rooleoule (10) 
Substituting in equation 6 
n - 1 s (n_ - l) 





Divide numerntor by ^ ^ tt ». 3 
^  5  ^ ^ a  
-5?:-
n - 1 = (ti - 1) (k® - 1) 
mol« voI> 
(AT. no.L4 _ 3 - 1 
(12) 
Lflt (n - 1) - 1) = K 
T.r 5 mol • vol • » , T T TT—"J vola^ a of one laoleoulo At* no* 
E|Trr/ *7 at 
Substituting in equation J 
n - 1 « K 
at 
- 1 (13) 
M m 
d At. no. 
whore m - nol. wt. 
^ • density 
The units of ^  ,S is given in j'.rams and _d iu graaa per 
oubio centimeter, will be cubic oeatimaters. To convert to Angstrom 
units, aiultiply M times (l x 10®)® or 1 x 10^^. 
Therefore; 
K S 
a - 1 - 1 X 10^^ la 
6.03 X lO'i^ d V, - 1 
1.66 m 
d V- - 1 
( U )  




then n - 1 ® m (15) 
dS- 1 
The value of the oonstant K in equation 15 oan be evaluated 
in two vrays. In the methodl, data for the same compound in both 
the liquid and gaseous states are utilised. For the liquid, 
equation 14 is used: for a gas at normal pressure and temperature 





Sinoe n, m, and d are knoim, there are two equations and 
two unknowns vrtiioh can be solved for K^. Values for K -were 
oaloulated in this manner for methyl aloohol, ethyl aloohol, 
water, carbon disulfide, and pentane from data taken from the 
International Critical Tables* The data and oaloulated values 
of ^  are shown in Table IV, 
In the method 2, data for a medium in the same state but 
at different densities were used. Equation 15 can be rearranged 
to the form 
dm . , 
a = -5-rT K T (17) 
If d is plotted against , the plot should Ise a 
— n — 1 
straight line with an intercept of ^  on the d axis and a slope 
of IC, Values of JK for oarbon disulfide and ethyl aloohol at 
-en-
different temperatures in the liquid state and for oarbon dioxide 
gas at different pressures irere determined from data taken from 
the International Critical Tables. 
the data for the above oompounds are sho-wn in Tables V, YI, 
and VII and in graphical form in Pigs. 9 and 10. The values of 
IC obtained by the above methods are shown in Ikble VIII, 
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Bable IV 
Data for the Liquid and Gaseous States Used in the Evaluation of ^  
(Moleur Volume s 22,400 for Eaoh Compound) 
Compound Molecular Density 
•weight 
n gas at 
standard 
conditions 
n liquid K 
Methyl alcohol 34.04 0.7947 1.000552 1.3312 4.14 
Ethyl alcohol 46.07 0.7917 1.000885 1.3625 5.85 
Water 18.02 0.9982 1.000253 1.3330 5.37 
Carbon disulfide 76.13 1.2661 1.00148 1.6295 4.50 
Pentane 72.15 0.6251 1.00171 1.3570 4.84 
Table V 
Index of Refraction of Carbon Dioxide Gas at Different Densities 
d n d 
n - 1 
0.001965 1.000450 4.3667 
0.05305 1.01216 4.3627 
0.06877 1.01581 4.3497 
0.08842 1.02034 4.3466 
0.1179 1.02715 4.3426 
0.1375 1.03169 4.3390 
'S7-
fable VI 
Index of Refraction and Density 
of Ethyl Alcohol at Different Temperatures 
T d n d 
degrees Centigrade n - 1 
16 0.7928S 1.36210 2.1897 
20 0.78945 1.36048 2.1900 
26 0.78437 1.35803 2.1906 
32 0.77927 1.35557 2.1916 
38 0.77414 1.35306 2.1926 
Tkble VII 
Index of Kefraotion and Density 
of Carbon Disulfide at Different Temperatures 
T d n d 
degrees Centigrade n - 1 
15 1.2705 1.62935 2.0188 
20 1.2629 1.62546 2.0191 
26 1.2539 1.62064 2.0203 
32 1.2448 1.61577 2.0215 
38 1.2359 1.61080 2.0234 
















s. cs 9 
V,. K - n. r 0 
Wi DH 
[( - 5. J 3 
2.188 2.190 2.192 2.1 :  2.19c 
CS2 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1— 
2.018 2.020 2.022 2.024 2.026 
A 
n - 1 
Fig. 9 Plots of _d vs. -—^ for Ethyl Alcohol and 
Carbon Disulfide Showing that _K is about the Ss^ie 
for the T\';o Conaovinds. 






4.?6 4.35 4." 
d 
n - 1 
Fig, 10 Plot of d vs. —~ fcr Carbon Dic:cide^ 
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Table VIII 
Values of K Determined from Different P^ediuma 
Compound Physical state 
states 
Method K 
Methyl alcohol gas and liquid 1 4.14 
Ethyl alcohol gas and liquid 1 5.85 
Vifater gas and liquid 1 5.37 
Carbon disulfide gas and liquid 1 4.50 
Pentane gas and liquid 1 4.84 
Carbon dioxide gas Z 4.10 
Ethyl alcohol liquid 2 5.79 
Carbon disulfide liquid 2 6.00 
Average 5.07 
The values of A in aquation 15 will depend upon the value of 
The main effect of the value of ^  upon the aoouraoy of the 
equation would be its effect in changing the relationship of n - 1 
and density. 2hus, any value of _K within the range that would give 
the correct relationship of n - 1 and density would give aoourate 
results. The average value of 5.07 was considered to be the 




The index of refraction of hydrogen gas at standard oondltiona 
la 1.000139. At standard conditions ISL z ZZ 400 gases. 
d ' 
Substituting in equation 18t 
0.000139 = 5*07 z .^07 
22.400 _ J 22.400 
*(H2) (Hj )  
A - (22.400) (0.000139) _ . . 
Vg) - ^ ' 6.07 -
A(h) = = 0.307 
The Index of refraotlon of methane at standard conditions 
is 1*000444. Substitution for equation 18< 
0.000444 « 
0.000444 s 
22.400 ^ 22.400 




(0.000444) (22,400) = (5,07) (1.228-V A^) 
w 
A m 9.93 — 6.23 „ 
^o) • OT 0-"® 
!Qie values of A for hydrogen and oarbon for gases were used 
in oaloulating the index of refraotlon for se-veral llqiiid hydro-
oarbons. It was found that the predicted values were closer if 
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the value for hydrogen was lowered and the value of A for carbon 
waa raised* The value of A for carbon sind the value of A for 
hydrogen that gave the closest predicted values of n - 1 for all 
of the hydrocarbons was determined in this manner by trial and 
error. As seen in Table VIII, the best value of A for hydrogen 
for liquids was 0,292 instead of the value of 0.307 for gases. 
Similarly, the value for carbon vms raised from 0.729 to 0.821. 
The values of A for several other elements were determined in the 
same manner* !Qie values of A for these elements and groups of 
elements are given in l\9.ble IX* 
Table IX 
Values of A for Liquids 






0 hydroxi"-! 0.475 
0 ether 0.518 
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Table IX (Continued) 
Ofz 
structural units A in 
- GHg 1.697 
- CHg - 1.406 
« 1 
- 0 - 0  
I I 







- 0 = 0  1 . 7 3 8  
0 
II 
- C - 1.426 
0 
- C - OH 2.198 
0 
- C - ester 1.886 
- NOg 2.010 
- KHg 1.365 
- NH « secondary amine 1.084 
-N - tertiary amine 0.852 





Table IX (Continued) 
•  I  I I  M l  
A in a3 
- C = C - 0,436 
- C = C - conjugated 0.531 
0 
II 
- C - conjugated with double 0*210 
bend oarbon group 
Og 
Single bond Talues to be added A in A 
to the atomio values 
Carbon to benzene ring 0*081 
Oxygen to benzene ring 0*129 
Chlorine to benzene ring 0*044 
Bromine to benzene ring 0*068 
Iodine to benzene ring 0*086 
Nltro group to benzene ring 0*358 
Ketone group to benzene ring 0*15S 
Aldehyde group to benzene ring 0*512 
Primary amine to benzene ring 0*370 
Seoondary amine to benzene ring 0*519 
Tertiary amine to benzene ring 0*654 
- C S C -  0 * 4 3 6  
- C = c - conjugated 0*531 
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Sample oaloulatlons for caloulating n for ethyl alcohol and 
toluene using equation 18 and the values of A from Table IX are 
shoim belowt 
Oaloulation of n for ethyl aloohol 
H H 
I I 





m o 46.07 
d • 0.790 





A for ethyl aloohol 
No. A 
1 3C 1.697 : 1.697 
1 X 1.405 : = 1,405 
1 X 0.476 : 0.475 
1 X 0.292 : 0.292 
3.869 
n - 1 = 5.07 
m 
dA -1 
n - 1 s 
n - 1 = 
5.07 
46.07 
(0.790; (3.869J ' ^ 
5.07 
15.08 - 1 
-7fl-
n - 1 = 0.360 
n » 1.360 
Calculation of n for toluene 
CHg 
toluene 
m = 92.15 
d = 0.869 
Atom or group KO. A 
<r> 1 X 6.240 •» 6.240 
CHg 1 X 1.697 z 1.697 
H 6 X 0.292 = 1.460 
C to benzene 
ring 1 X 0.081 B 0.081 
A for toluene S 9.478 
n . 1 = 5.07 
92.13 
iO.869) ^9.478; " 
n - 1 = 
11.18 - 1 
n - 1 = 0.499 
n = 1,499 
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Ihe ^orenz-Lorentz equation is usually written as shown 
below. 
where = moleoular refraofcion 
m s moleoular Treight 
d = density 
n =.refractive index 
Solving for n, the Lorenz-Lorentz equation 'booomeBJ 
A sample caloulatlon of n for ethyl aloohol using the Lorenz-
Lorentz equation and the values of atomic refractivities given in 
Table III is ahoim belowt 
H H 
I ( 




in • 46.07 
d = 0.790 
Atom or group Wo. 
'D 
C 2 2.42 = 4.84 
H 6 1.10 — 6.60 
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0 (hydroryl) 1 1.62 = 1,52 
Mp for ethyl aloohol ' 12.96 
J 
/T (2) (0.790) (12.96) 
n - / 46.07 
"/ ""J ' (0.79Q) C12.96) 
^ ^ " 46.07 
a sy 1.856 
a = 1.362 
liie predicted values of index of refraction calculated 
from the bent path and Lorena-Lorentz equations are showi in 
Table X for comparison with the observed values. The data 
used in Table X were taken from the International Critical 
Tables, Handbook of Physios and Chemistry and Langes Handbook. 
T&bl6 X 
Predicted and Obaorred Index of Refraction Values 
Compound d ran observed n bont a Lorans- Daviation Deviation 
path Lorenti bant path Lorenz-
LorentE 
n-Pontanfi 0.626 72.15 1.358 1.558 1.359 0 0.001 
n-Hexane 0.659 86.17 1,375 1.375 1.374 0 -0.001 
n-Ootane 0.705 114.2 1.598 1.398 1.398 0 0 
n-Dodeoane 0.749 170.2 1.422 1.421 1.421 -0.001 -0.001 
n-Iirioosane 0,780 524.6 1.435 1.435 1.435 0 0 
Cyolopeutane 0.751 70.1S 1.409 1.411 1.409 0.002 0 
Cyolchexane 0.784 84.16 1.429 1.430 1.428 0.001 -O.OOl 
S-liethylpentane 0.664 86.17 1.376 1.378 1.579 0.002 0.003 
2-Me thylpentane 0.656 86.17 1.571 1.573 1.373 0.002 0.002 
2-Me thylheptane 0.698 114.2 1.395 1.395 1.392 0 -0.003 
&ble X (Continued) 
Compound d ma observed n bent n lorenz- Deriation Deviation 
path LorQnt£ bdnt paiii Lorenz-
Lorenfcs 
2 , 3-Dime thylhexane 0,712 114.2 1.401 1.402 1.402 0.001 0.001 
2 , 4-Cime'tiiylhexane 0.699 114.2 1.396 1.595 1.392 -0.001 -0,004 
2 , 5-Dime thylhexsine 0.6S5 114.2 1.393 1.393 1.391 0 -0,002 
3 , 4-Dime thylhaxajie 0,719 114.2 1.404 1.407 1.409 0.005 0.005 
2, 3,4-3Vimethylpentane 0.719 114.2 1.405 1.407 1.408 0.002 0.003 
2,2,3- IrimQ thylbutane 0.690 100.12 1.389 1.592 1.392 0.005 0,003 
3-E thylhexane 0.712 114.2 1.402 1.402 1.402 0 0 
Cyclobutono 0.705 56.10 1.375 1.375 1.380 0 0,005 
Methyl alcohol 0.796 52.04 1.331 1.330 1.337 -0.001 0.006 
Ethyl aloohol 0.790 46.07 1.362 1.360 1.362 -0.002 0 
5-Pentanol 0.815 88.15 1.408 1.409 1.411 0.001 0.003 
Table X (Continued) 
Compound d m n obserTed n bent n Lorenz- Deviation Deviation 
path Lorents bent path Lorenz-
Lorents 
2-3Jethyl-2-hexanol 0.812 116.20 1.417 1.417 1.419 0 0.002 
Diethyl ether 0.709 74.12 1.S50 1.348 1.547 -0.002 -0.003 
Sym-dichlorodimethyl 
ether 
1.315 114.97 1.435 1.4S6 1.436 0.001 0.001 
Kitroethane 1.048 75.07 1.390 1.390 1.391 0 0.001 
l-Nitropropane 0.999 89.09 1.400 1.400 1.402 0 0.002 
Aoetoni trile 0.78 41.05 1.346 1.343 1.S4S 0.002 -0.003 
Propionitrile 0.78 55.08 1.368 1.368 1.367 0 -O.OOl 
Butyronitrile 0.78 69.10 1.382 1.381 1.379 -0.001 -0.003 
Acetic acid 1.046 60.05 1.371 1.370 1.370 -0.001 -0.001 
Propionic aoid 0.992 74.08 1.387 1.387 1.389 0 0.002 
Iso-butyric acid 0.949 88.10 1,598 1.394 1.392 0.001 -0.001 
Table X (Continued) 
Compound d m n observed n bent n Lorenz- Deviation Deviation 
path Lorantz bent path Lorsnt-
Lorentz 
Methyl acetate 0.934 74.08 1.359 1.361 1.363 0.002 0.004 
Ethyl aoetate 0.901 88.10 1.373 1.372 1.372 -0.001 -0.001 
Aoetaldehyde 0.783 44.05 1.332 1.332 1.32S 0 -0.003 
Seo-butyl acetate 0.870 116.16 1.388 1.388 1.390 0 0.002 
Propionaldehyde 0.807 68.08 1.364 1.365 1.363 0.001 -0.001 
Is o-butyraldehyde 0.794 72.10 1.373 1.374 1.372 0.001 -0.001 
Acetone 0.783 44.0& 1.332 1.332 1.329 0 -0.003 
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.807 58.08 1.364 1.365 1.363 0.001 -0.001 
Diethyl ketone 0.816 86.13 1.394 1.395 1.395 0.001 0.001 
Chloroform 1.496 119.38 1.446 1.445 1.450 -0.001 0,004 
Carbon Tetrachloride 1.604 153.84 1.463 1.463 1.460 0 -0.005 
Table X (Continued) 
Compousd d m n obsei^ed n bent n Lorsns- Deviation r-eviation 
path LorantB bent path. Lorenr.-
Lorerts 
Sec-butyl chloride 0.867 92.57 1.395 1.395 1.392 0 -0.003 
Tert-butyl chloride 0.S45 92.57 1.387 1.384 1.581 -0.003 -o.oos 
Sec-b-ixtyl bromide 1.253 137.05 1.434 1.434 1.432 0 -0.002 
1-Rromo octane l.llS 195.15 1.450 1.454 1.455 0.004 0.005 
Ethyl iodldo 1.955 155.98 1.522 1.523 1.520 0.001 -0.002 
1-6-Diodohexane 2,05& 338.00 1.590 1.590 1.591 0 0.001 
3-Ainino-2-inotliyl a-
b'jtane 
0.757 87.16 1.410 1.415 1.418 0.003 0.008 
Sec-butyl amino 0.726 73.14 1.395 1.395 1.399 0 0.004 
g-Amino diethyl ether 0.851 89.14 1.410 1.408 1.409 -0.002 -0,001 
Tert-butyl auiine 0.697 73.14: 1.379 1.378 1.380 -0.001 0.001 
N-methyl butyl smiine • 0.738 87.16 1.402 1.403 1.408 0.001 0.006 
Table X (Continued) 
Compound d m n observed n bent n Lorenz- Deviation Eavisition 
paiJi Lorents bent path Lorens-
Lorentz 
Biethyl amine 0.712 73, U 1,387 1.387 1.392 0 0.005 
Ui-i sobt jtylamin© 0,747 129.24 1,409 1.409 1.410 0 0.001 
N, N-diiaethyl amylamine 0.743 115.22 1.408 1.408 1,413 0 0.005 
Triethylajnine 0.728 101.19 1.400 1.400 1,40S 0 0.005 
Tri-iao butyl amine 0.771 185.34 1.426 1.425 1.428 0 0.003 
Kethyl-2-btitene-l 0.66 70.15 1.376 1.382 1.383 0.004 0.005 
Heaan© 0.673 84.15 1,382 1.383 1.389 0.001 0.007 
Kethyl-3-pentane-2 0.693 84.15 1.401 1.398 1.401 -0.003 0 
Pentane-Z 0.651 70.13 1.382 1.377 1.380 -0.005 -0.002 
?t'»thyl -2-but ene -2 0.663 70.15 1.385 1.384 1.S88 -0,001 0.003 
Ootene-1 0.721 112.20 1.415 1.410 1.410 -0.003 -0.003 
Table X (Continued) 
Compound d m n obfjemred n bent n Lorene- Deviation Deviation 
path Lorentz bent path Lorens-
Lorenta 
Vinyl bromide 1.517 106.96 1.446 1.442 1.445 -0.004 -0.001 
1-5 Hexadieno 0.688 82.13 1.401 1.399 1.401 -0.002 0 
Aorolsia 0.841 56.06 1,400 1.400 1.384 0 -0.01'S 
Bata-crotonic aoid 1.026 88.09 1.446 1.445 1.597 -0.001 -0.049 
Benzene 0.87S 78.11 l.SOl 1.501 1.506 0 0.005 
Toluene 0.869 92.13 1.498 1.499 1.493 0.001 -0.005 
m-Xylene 0.868 106.16 1.500 1.499 1.491 -0.001 -0.009 
m-Chlorophenol 1.250 128.56 1.553 1.C56 1.549 0 -C.007 
Butylphenol ether 0.951 150.21 1.505 1.507 1.499 0.002 -0.006 
f.'othylphenol ether 0.995 108.13 1.518 1.517 1.510 -0.001 -0.008 
o-Butoxyphenol 1.026 166.21 1.511 1.511 1.507 0 0.004 
Table X (Continued) 
Co3sipoiuid d m n observed n benb n Lcrenz- Deviation SaTriation 
path i-oi 3nts b-snt path Loreiiz-
Lorentz 
o-Diohlorobenzene 1,304 147.01 1.552 1.553 1.555 0.001 0.001 
m-Diohlorobsnz ene 1.287 147.01 1.543 1.545 1.545 -O.GOl -0.001 
o~lJibr omob enzene 1.S59 235.S2 1.612 1.811 1.612 -0.001 0 
Ei-Dibromobanzone 1.955 235.92 1.608 1.609 1.611 0.001 0.003 
lodobanaens 1.836 204.02 1.621 1.621 1.621 0 0 
ui-Br omoni trobenz eno 1.704 202.02 1.598 1.598 l.SOO 0 0.002 
Nitrobsniene 1.21 123.11 i..'352 1.556 1.550 0.004 -0.002 
O-Nitrophenatole 1,19 167.16 1.542 1.539 1.530 -0.005 -0.012 
Benxaldehyda 1.048 106.12 1.546 1.550 1,525 0.004 -0.021 
p-Chl0 robenzaldehyde 1.196 140.57 1.555 1.551 1.528 -0.004 -0.029 
Acstcohenone 1.05 120.14 1.554 1.551 1.520 -0.003 -0.034 
Table X (Continued) 









Tart-butylphenyl ketone 0.968 162.19 1«509 1,509 1,500 0 -0,009 
13 o-propyl-p-tolyl 
ketone 
0.963 162.21 1.519 1.523 1.500 0,004 -0.019 
p-Tolwaldehyde 1,019 120.14 1.547 1.544 1.514 -0.003 -0.083 
Aniline 1.022 93.12 1.566 1.K86 lo590 0 0.004 
Methyl aniline 0.986 107.15 1.570 1.570 1.570 0 0 
Dimethyl aniline 0.956 121.18 1.559 1.559 1.562 0 0.003 
n-Broraoanilins 1.579 172.03 1.623 1.622 1.621 -0.004 -0.005 
o-Chloroaniline 1.^13 127.57 1.539 1.592 1.591 0.003 0.002 
0-Toluio aoid 1.062 136,14 1.512 1.512 1.508 0 -O.OOl 
Iso-butyl benzoate 1.000 17S.22 1.493 1.495 1.487 0.002 -0.006 
Ethyl benzoate 1.046 150.17 1.506 1.505 1.494 -0.001 -0.012 
Table X (Contitmed) 
Gau^ovmd dm n observed n bout n Lorsnz- toriatiojis DoTiatioa 
path Lor-intz b;'.nt path Loretvz-
•^orants 
t thyl-o-toluate 1,03:5 164.19 1.507 1.509 1.437 0.002 -0.010 
Banzonltrile 1.005 103.12 1.529 1.529 1.524 0 -0.005 
o-Tol\'nitrile 0.99 117.14 1,527 1.528 1.520 0.001 -0.007 
5uran 0,937 68.07 1.422 1.427 1.441 0.005 0.019 
Furfural 1,159 96.08 1.526 1.515 1.484 -0.011 -0.042 
FiTrfural aloohol 1.129 98.10 1.485 1.486 1.494 0.001 0.009 
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Sinoe the values of A used in the oaloulatioas for the above 
oompounds were determined using the properties of these oompounds. 
It la unfair to compare the deviation of the Lorenss-Lorentz 
values directly vd.th the deviations of the bent path equation 
because a different set of oompounds were probably used in 
determining the constants for the Lorenz-Lorentz equation. However, 
a fair comparison can be made between the maximum difference, or 
spread, of the deviations. In calculating the spread, the difference 
between the highest positive value and the numerically highest 
negative value waa determined. In cases where the deviations 
were all positive or all negative, the difference between the 
maximum and minimum deviations were determined. On this basis, 
the equation which has the lowest spread will give the most 
accurate results, when the constants of both equations are adjusted 
for a particular set of compomds. Ihe values of spread for both 
equations are given in Ikble XI. 
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Table XI 
Values of Spread 
jiVpo of compound Number of Spread for Spread for 
oompounds bent path Lorenz-Lorentz 
equation equation 
Aliphatic oompounds 
Saturated hydrooarbona 18 0.004 0.009 
Aloohols 4 0.003 0.006 
Ethers 2 0.003 0.004 
Ni tro-parlffins 2 0 0.001 
Nitrates 3 0.003 0.002 
Aolds 3 0.002 0.003 
Esters 5 0.003 0.005 
Aldehydes 3 0.001 0.002 
Ketones 3 0.003 0.003 
Chlorides 4 0.002 0.010 
Bromides 2 0.004 0.007 
Iodides 2 0.001 0.003 
Primary amines 4 0.005 0.009 
Secondary amines 3 0.001 0.005 
Tertiary amines 3 0 0.002 
Unsaturated hydrocarbons 8 0.009 0.010 
Aromatic oompounds 34 0.008 0.039 
Furan compounds 3 0.010 0.050 
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Ihe rate of ohange of index of refraotion as the density of 
a medium is changed gives another basis for comparison of the bent 
path and the Lorenjj-Lorentz equations. If tiie index of refraotion 
is ohangad in direct proportion to the ohange in density^ the 
equation given belovr would be trues 
However, the rate of ohange of index of refraotion is slightly 
greater than the rate of ohange of density. Ihis means that 
(n - l)j^ should be multiplied by a number a little larger thaun 
the ratio £2, , Xhe relation between the values of index of 
^1 
refraotion at different densities is given approximately by the 
empirical equation shown belowt 
(n - Dg = |l + B (dg - d^^ (n - 1)^ (19) 
Ihe data used in oaloulating ^  are shown in Ibble XII and 
the values of JB are shown in Xable XIII. Ihe values of from 
Lorens-Lorente equation in lable XIII are higher than the observed 
values of ^  for every compound but one. ^sis, when the density 
is changed in the LorenB-Lorenta equation, the index of refraotion 
is changed more than the actual ohange in refracting medivuns* 
Ihis means that it is impossible to select a group of constants 
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for the Lorens-Lorentz equation that 'would give close agreement 
betireen the predicted and observed refractive index values 
for a group of oompounds having different densities* On 'fche o'ther 
handy the relation of change in index of refraction vith change 
in densi-ty is very close to the observed relationship for the 
bent path equation* 
Table XII 
Data, for the Calculation of B 
Compound Temperature Density n observed n bent path n Lor«az-
degrees equation Lorenti 
Centigrade equation 
Water (vapor) 0 0.0008045 1.000253 1.000240 1.000249 
•Water 20 0.9982 1.333 1.318 1.334 
liethyl alcohol (vapor) 0 0.001428 1.000552 1.000555 1.000558 
Methyl alcohol 18 0.7947 1.3?12 1.331 1.337 
Ethyl alcohol (vapor) 0 0.002057 1.000885 1,000077 1.000867 
Ethyl alcohol 18.3 0.7917 1.3624 1.361 1.363 
Pentane (vapor) 0 0.00322 1.00171 1.001739 1.001697 
Pentane 15.7 0.6251 1.3570 1.3609 1.3578 
Carbon disulfide (vapor) 0 0.00c40 1.00148 1.00150 1.00141 
Carbon disulfide 18 1.2661 1.6295 1.6295 1.6155 
Ethyl alcohol 16 0.79283 1.36210 1.3622 1.3649 
Ethyl alcohol 38 0.77414 1,35306 1.3531 1.3554 
Carbon disulfide 15 1.2705 1.62935 1.6323 1»6196 
Carbon disulfide 44 1.2268 1.60582 1.6080 1.5933 
Carbon dioxide (gas) 0 0.001096 1.000450 1.000454 1.000458 
Carbon dioxide (gas) 0 0.1375 1.03169 1.0S199 1.03221 
%ibl0 XIII 
Values of B Calculated from the Bent Path and Lorens-LorentB Eqtiations 
Compoimd Physical ^ d B obsenred B bent path 3 Lorenz- Deviation Deviation 
states Lorents Bent Path Lorens-
Lorentz 
Water gas-liq 0.9974 0.0609 0.0679 0.0313 0.0070 0.0204 
Methyl alcohol gas-liq 0.7935 0.0986 0.0874 0.1122 -0.0112 0.0246 
Ethyl alcohol gas-liq 0.7896 0.0806 0.0876 0.1110 0.0070 0.0304 
Pentane gas-liq 0.6219 0.1216 0.1208 0.1382 -0.0008 0.0184 
Carbon disulfide gas-liq 1.2627 0.1122 0.1006 0.1361 -0.0116 0.0355 
Ethyl alcohol liq-liq 0.01869 0.0733 0.0835 0.1308 0.0102 0.0475 
Carbon disulfide liq-liq 0.0437 0.0840 0.0926 0.1870 0.0086 0.0944 
Carbon dioxide gas-gas 0.1564 0.0442 0.05S9 0.0114 -O.OIOS -0.0328 
Average -0,00014 0.0298 
The radius of an atom can be deteraiined from the value of 
A by solving for the radius by equation 20, 
•'JF'Jl (20) 
Tha radii for several alemonts are given in Table ^V, Ihe 
values of Vg^ ware obtained by multiplying tho values of A in Table 
VII by 1.66 and were used to oaloulate the radii for E, N, 0, 
CI, Br, and I. The values for the rost of the elements were 
calculated from data on the index of refraction in the gaseous state, 
Hie data for the gases shoTvn in Table XIV v;are taken from the 
International Critical Tables. Values of atomic radii given by 
Pauling and Huggins (58) are shown for comparison. 
Table XIV 
Data fcr Gases for Calculation of A 
Elements ^ standard n observed A 
° conditions 
He 22,400 1.000035 0.165 
N« " 1.0000671 0.296 
Ar " 1.0002837 1.25 
Kr " 1.0004273 1.89 
Asg " 1.001552 3.42 
Cdg " 1.002675 5.90 
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n observed A 
22,400 1.001866 4.12 
If 1.000195 0.430 
Table XV 
A.taraio Radii 
Element Radius (bent Hadius (Pauling Radius (bent path) 
path equation) and Huggins) Hadius (Pauli^ and 
i Z Huggins) 
H 0.49 0.29 1.69 
C 0.69 0.77 0.90 
N 0.67 0.70 0.96 
0 0.57 0.66 0.86 
CI 0.89 0.99 0.90 
Br 1.02 1,14 0.90 
I 1.20 1.33 0.90 
P 0.56 0.64 0.38 
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Table XV (Continued) 
Element Radius (bent Radius (Pauling Radius (bent path) 
path equation) and Huggins) Radius (Pauli^ and 
i 1 Huggins) 







With the exception of hydrogen, the atomic radii calculated 
from the bent path equation are approximately 0.89 of the values 
given by Pauling and Huggins. The fact that the bent path 
equation gives values of atomic radii that vary from the values 
found by an independent method by an almost constant ratio, shows 
that iiie effect of the radius or volume of the atoms in the 
slowing down of light in the medium is of great importance. 
Ihe values of atomic radii given by Pauling and Huggins are 
determined from the distances between atomic centers, while the 
values determined from the bent path equation give the radii (r^) 
of the impenetrable core of the atoms. If the values of r^ had 
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turned out to be as large or leirger than -aio values given by-
Pauling smd Huggins, there would be little room left for the 
spherical shell iidiioh was assumed to surround the atoms* Ihus, 
it is fortunate that tiie values of are slightly less liian tiie 
values of atomio radii based on the distances between atomio 
centers• 
Ihe distances from the center of the atom to the most probable 
location of electrons in the outer layers of heliimi, neon, and 
argon as determined by the scattering of x-rays by the electrons 
around the atoms are shown in Table X7I (S9). The predicted 
distance by the quantum theory (59) and the bent path equation 
values are given for comparison* The x-ray method is not aoourate 
for atoms as heavy as argon, so that olose agreement with the 
experimental values can be expected only with helium and neon* 
Table XVI 
Values of Atomio Radii for Helium, Neon and 
Argon as Determined from the X-ray Scattering 
Msthod, Bent Path Equation and Quantum theory 






Radius from bent 
path equation 
Helium 0*29 0^29 0.39 
Neon 0.S8 0*41 0*48 
Argon 0*67 0*54 0.79 
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If a value of 0«1 Angstrom unit is subtraoted from 
each of the radii from the bent path equation given in Table XVI, 
the agreement urith the values predicted from the quantum theory 
and the values observed by the x-ray scattering method is very 
close, -with the exception of the x-ray value for argon. This 
-would aeem to ixidicate that -the value of the atomic radius ra 
used in the deri-rotion of the bent path equation is 0.1 Angstrom 
unit greater than the radius measured to the outer electron 
layer. Ihe reason for this probably is that the x-ray and 
quan-tum values are the radii measured out to the center of the 
electrons, while -the radii measured by the bent path equation 
are measured out "to the edge of the zone -where the light -waves 
are deflected. 
Use of -the Index of Refraction Equation in 
the Determination of Strucbure of Orgsoiio Compounds 
Since the bent path equation gives consistently accurate 
results, it is possible -to use it in determining the structure 
of an unknown compound if the molecular -weight, kinds of elements 
present, density and index of refmction are kno-wn. An example 
of the procedure to be follo-wed is shown below* 
Data on unknown eompoundt 
Molecular -weight be-tween 98 and 94 
Elements present C, H, 0 
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Density 1.159 
Inclax of refraction 1.526 
1. 'Krit® all possible structural formulas containing 0, H, 
0 and having a molecular weight between 98.5 end 94. (For 
ciraplicity, cnly five possible compoimda are shown.) 
Formula Molecular weight 
Phenol ^ H 94.11 
0-«c-




Dimethyl furein { | 96.12 
Ct\-
Furfural alcohol l l 98.12 
2. Calculate the predicted index of refraction for each 
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oompotmd waing eqimtion 15, imliTes of A given in Tabla VII and 
the density of the tinknowi. 
The oaloixlation of n for phenol is ahov.-n belowi 
OH 
Phenol 
Properties of unlcnowaj 
a • 94 
d s 1,169 
Element or group 
H 
0 
0 to benzene ring 
No. A 
1 X 6.240 5 ! 6.240 
6 X 0.292 : ! 1.752 
1 X 0.475 : ! 0.475 
1 X 0.129 s ! 0.129 
A phenol s 8.596 
Substitute in equation 16< 
n - 1 s 5.07 
m _ 
W - 1 
, . 5.07 
n - 1 s . 
94 
U.159; ^ 8.596r " ^ 
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S«07 
^ 1 - 9.45 - 1 
n - 1 r 0.600 
n a 1,600 




Dimethyl furan 1.584 
Furfural alcohol 1.506 
The oaloulated value for furfural oheoks the index of refraotlon 
of the imknown closely. Therefore, 'Uie uziknown oompound is furfural. 
In the above case it would be easier to look up the values 
of density smd refractive index in the literature. However, if 
the density and refractive index were unknown, such as would be 
the case for new compounds of xmknown structure, the above procedure 
could be applied. 
IQie above method would also be useful in the determination 
of stmioture of polymers, which are difficult to characterize by 
chemical means. 
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Velooity of Light in Moving Mediums 
If the bent path mochSLnism is correct, it should also 
account for the behavior of light in moving refracting mediums. 
In passing through a medium the light would travel in a series 
of curved paths of varjring shapes and sises so that the path of 
a single ray of light could be approximated by a zig-zag path 
in which the length of the crooked path between two points 
divided by the length of the straight line between the same 
two points would give the index of refraction* Ihe light ia 
assumed to travel in the crooked path -with the velooity of light 
in a vacuum* 
!lhe average of the many individual light paths can be 
represented as is Figure 9* Ihe line represents the actual 
n 
path of the light« T)hen the medium is at rest, and the line ^  
n 
represents the vector which is the measTired velocity along the 
line 1-4 • %en the medium is moving, the li^t must take a 
different path to travel from ^  to ^ * 3he dotted linos represent 
the actual light paldi and its vector for a moving system. The 
length of the lines 1-5 and 1-2 may be considered as Ct and 
Q 
respectively where _t is unity. Ihen the sides 1-5 and 1-4 
will be Ctj_5 and ti.4 where tj^.^ and tj.g are equal and 
larger than unity and n^^ is the new index of refraction of the 




V 5^  
Fig. 11 Diagrari Used in the Derivation of the Equation for Light in a '.'cving Meaium 
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By the quadratic equation 
C_ - n' 
«m 
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2V 8V2 2 . 40^ 4V2 « 
- 2V - -5P+/ -r- - "IT + -5- "g" - 47® 
£» a£ n£ 
V . /c2 v2 r 
-7 n' 
j2 
= V (1 1 U£ /i.4+4-^ 
\ I? / V c2 n' 
% 
If the direction of v is reversed, the equation becomess 
0 
% {"'b) 
where = velocity of light in a vacuum 
V = velocity of medium 
^ = refractive index in stationary medivmi 
OjQ • refractive index in moving medium 
The equation derived above gives results very close to the 
u - V f V 
relativity equation for addition of velocities Uj^ = ^ (60). 
HJhen the above equation is applied to light v/avos passing 
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through a moving medium, the symbols represent the follovdng 
velooitiess 
C_ = velocity of light in a vacuum 
- velocity of light in stationary medium 
- velocity of light in moving medium 
T a velocity of medium 
In %ble XVII and X7III, the velocities of light, as 
calculated by the two equations, are given for light traveling 
through a moving refracting medium -with an index of refraction 
of 2. 
Table X7II 
7alu«8 of Telocity of I'ight in a Movlzig Hediusi 
Where the Light and Meditsp. Move in the Same Pireotlon 
Equation V=10 km/seo VSlOO kn/aee VZ 10,000 km/aeo 7rl00,000 bs/seo VSSOO,OOb km/seo 
^ bant path 150007.49981 150074.971 167,314 208,000 300,000 
eqiiation 
Uju relRtiTTity 150007..49987 160074.987 157,384 214,500 800,000 
equation 
Table XVIII 
Values of V«looity of Light in a Moving Meditm 
TShere the Light and Kedium Move in Opposite Uireotiona 
Equation VS-10 km/ceo VS-100 km/eoo VS-10,000 kn/sec V«-100,000 km/aeo VS-300,000 km/seo 
C 
- bent path 149992,49981 149924,971 142,314 58,000 -80,100 
equation 
Uji^ relativity 149992.49997 149924.987 142,372 60,000 -300,000 
equation 
The results given in Tables VI and VII show that at low 
velocities of a moving mudinm, the bont path equation gives 
results almost identical with the relativity equation# 
One of ^-.ha earliest experiments bearing on the nolutlon of the 
problem of motion through ether ms oarried out by Arago. He 
reasoned tlrnt sinoe the deviation of a ray of light by a prism 
depends on the r^tio of tho velocitj' of light in space to its 
velocity through the material of the prism, the motion of the 
prism through spaos, since it affects the relative velocity Tsith 
vfhich tJie light meets the refracting surface, should also affect 
the amount of d6viax,ion» Although tho expected effect •was •well 
within the limits of observation, no change oould be observed 
when tho oxperinent mts carried out* 
Fresnel (61) explained this result islth "the theory that -the 
ether is partially convected by moving matter* He shovied that 
there -would be no change in the deviation if the velocities of 
light in free space and in the priam at rest being ^  and , 
the corresponding velocities relative to the prism when the prism 
is moving vdth the velocity V in the direction of tho light 
V 
were C - V and C - —jr , n being the index of refrao-tdon* or, 
" '" P 
in other -vrords, if the absolute velocity of light in the moving 
prism -were £4.17 , 
Fresnel'a oonveotion-coeffioient also explained the negative 
result of the Mry's (62) experiment, in which it v&a shown that 
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that the angle of aberration -was the oame for a telescope filled 
with water as for one filled with air. 
In order to test Fresnel's theory, Fiseau (63) divised an 
experiment in -which a beam of light vra.8 divided into two parte 
lAiioh traversed two parallel tubes in vdiioh water yyas moving 
•vTith a high velocity# One beam traveled in the same direction as 
the water and tVie other beam traveled in the opposite direction, 
the two beams wore then rexmited and the interference bands 
obsoi^ed. Fiaeau foimd that Freanel's value for the convection-
coefficient ,i. e., 1- ^  , agreed with his results fairly 
T/ell. 
It was shown later that the Fresnel convection coefficient 
could also bo derived from the relativity equation for the addition 
, X _ U - V 
of velocities (64) ^— , 
1 - C2 
If _U is the velocity of light in still water and V is the 
velocity of the water in the same direction, the total velocity 
of light obtained from the above equation is ~ V ^  1 -
by neglecting terms containing the reciprocal of the velocity of 
light. 
Wien the above equation is applied to the Fiseau experiment 
a correction must be applied to correct for the Doppler effect. 
This makes the value of JK a little higher than the value given 
by the Fresnel equation. Ze^nan (65) repeated Fiseau's expeidment 
with modern refinements. He found that his results agreed with the 
-Llj -
relativity value almost exactly, while the agreoaient vdth Frosnel* 8 
value was poor. 
In applying the bent path ev^uation to thu JJizoau experiment 
a correction must be applied for the ijoppler effect^ since the 
light travels from a stationary source to a inovi.ng medium. The 
indax of refraotiou decreases as the -wave length increases. This 
effect is probably caused by the abiliti' of the light waves 
•jflth long wave lengths to ponetrate closer to the canter of the 
atoms thsin the -waves of short vt^ave length. Siroa the frequency 
of the light is changed as it enters the moving; madiuin, a oorreotion 
must be appiietl for the change in n. due to the change in wave 
length A . 
SAXiS 
Ihe equation then beoomess 
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Por lav/ velooitlea, the following equation is sufficiently 
accurate* 
The values of Kjj^ shown in Table XIX were calculated as 
shown belowi 
£- - £ + 
solving for ^  
C £ 
nn, " n 
^ s 7 (25) 
Q 
The value of —- was calculated from equation 24. Die values 
JSSL. 
c c 
of — - — were then determined and divided by V to give the 
value of K« The data shown in Table XIX were taken from. Zeeman's 
experimental data. The values of ~ were obtained by plotting 
d A 
the values of n and \ shown in Table XIX and determining the slope 
of the curve for each wave length. 
Table XIX 
Values of Caloulated at Different Wave Lengths 
0__ C 
Wa-re length X n ^ Y °m " ® 
^ om per seo cm par seo ^ 
4,500 1.3385 6.55 x 10 465 213.65 0.460 
4,580 1.3385 5.92 x 10 465 212.55 0.458 
5,461 1.5346 3.64 x 10 465 209.18 0.450 
6,870 1.S304 2.57 x lO"® 465 20S,24 0.444 
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The values of calculated from the bent path equation are 
shown in Tlable XX along with Zeeman's experimental values and 
the values from the relativity and Fresnel's equations as calcul­
ated by Zeeman* 
•Qie agreement of the values of Kjjj calculated from the bent 
path equation, compared with the obaeirved values, is as good as the 
agreement of the relativity equation. Ihe values of Kjjj for the 
bent path equation are a little higher than the experimental value 
for each wave length. The values of for the relativity equation 
are lower than the experimental value at the lower wave length and 
higher than the experimental value at the higher wave length. 5he 
experimental value of 2^ decreased 0.020 as the wave length was 
increased from 4,500 Angstrom units to 6,870 Angstrom units. !Qie 
values of Kj^ for the bent path and relativity equations decreased 
0.016 and 0.017 respectively over the same change of wave length. 
Ihus, the rate of change of with change of wave length is about 
the same for the bent path and relativity equations, and the rate 
of change for both equations is a little lower than the experimental 
rate of change. 
The agreement of the values of calculated from the bent path 
equation compared with the observed values is as good as the agree­
ment of the relativity equation. Ihus, th6 behavior of light in moving 
mediums may be explained without recourse to the theory of relativity, 
Uie bent path equation for index of refraction gives 
accurate results and oan be used to calculate values of atomic 
Table XX 
Comparison of the Bieoretical Values of ^  with the Experimental Values 
V % exp. ^ bent path ^ relativity Km Frosnel 
A, cm. per sec. """ 
4,500 465 0.465 0.460 0.464 0.445 
4«580 465 0.463 0.458 0.463 0.442 
5,461 465 0.451 0.450 0.454 0.439 
6,870 465 0.445 0.444 0.447 0.435 
radll iu agreement with other methodR* xhe bent path meohanism 
can explain the behavior of liglit in Bioving mediumi s. Ihose 
facte indioato t;hafc fche idea of light traveling at the velooity 
of light in a vaouun in all parts of a refracting modiiim, and 
that the apparant slowing down of the light is duo to the light 
having to travel a longer distance, haa a physical banis. 
Structure of Lignia 
Isolatloa 
The difficulties of determining the oonatitutiou of iignin 
are duo in largo part to tho fact that, T.dth one exoeption, 
no method is known by which lign^n can be isolated unohsnged# 
'Ihe mora drastic jtetliods of isolation yield considerably degraded 
lignin preparations. Iho moot Important methods of isolation are 
listed below (66)s 
1. Sulfuric acid method 
'3ie plant meterial is hydrolyzed vdth 70 pei* cent 
sulfuric acid. The carbohydrates go Into solution leaving 
the lignin behind. 
2. Fuming hydrochloric acid method 
Hydrochloric acid of 40 to 42 por cent concentration 
is used to dissolve the carbohydrates, leaving the lignin 
as an insoluble material. 
S. KEsthod of Freudenberg 
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2he plant material is albern&tely hydrolyted with 
Sohweiaer's reagent and hot 1 per oent sulfuric acid \mtil 
the oarhohydratos are oomplatoly removed. 
4. Sulfite method 
The lignin is removed from the plant material "by heating 
•with a mixture of aulfuroua aoid and acid sulfites under 
pressiure* 
5* Alkali method 
Uxe lignin is removed from the plant material by troa-tanont 
•with a sodiina hydroxide solution. 
6a Alooholysis 
!aie lignin is removed by heating with an alcohol in ths 
presence of hydroohlorio aoid. The alcohol combines chemically 
with -bhe lignin. 
7. Extraction with phenols 
Bie lignin is removed by heating tirith phenols in the presence 
of hydrochloric aoid. The phenols combine chemically •with the 
lignin. 
8. Braun's method 
The plant material is ex-braoted with ethanol and ths 
alcoholic solution evaporated.to dryness under reduced 
pressure. Ihe lignin is •then redissolved in dioxane and 
precipitated by pouring into water. Hie precipitate is 
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redissolved in dioxane and is precipitated by pouring it into 
abBoluto ether. Ihis prooeas is repeated until the raethoxyl 
content of the lignin remains constant. Ihe lignin is called 
"isolated native lignin" and is thought to be identical with 
the lignin in the plant material, jihe yield is about 8 to 10 
per cent of the total lignin content. 
Physical properties 
Isolated lignin is an amorphous solid light tein to broTOi 
in color. Studies on thfe viscosities of various lignin preparations 
indicate that lignin has a relatively low molecular weight when 
compared to other polymers such as cellulose (67). 
The refractive index of spruce lignin is given by Freudenberg 
and workers as about 1.61 (68, 69). Ihe specific voltune of 
spruce lignin isolated by -Uie sulfuric acid method was determined 
in water, helium and benzene. Ttie values ere given below in 




Spaoifio Volume and Density of Spruoe Lignin 
Medivm Specific volume Density 
Water 0.715 1.398 
Helium 0.727 1.376 
Benzene 0.732 1.367 
The value of specific volume using -nater as a displacing 
medium is considered to be too low because the mter is so 
atrongly adsorbed. Therefore, the values of specific volme 
usinf!^ helium and benzene as the displacing mediums are probably 
the moat accurate. 
Elementary composition 
Iho elementary compositions of various lignin preparations 
shown in lable XXII (71). 
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Table XXII 
Elementary Composition of Various Lignin Preparations 
]|l 
Source Method of Carbon Hydrogen 
Isolation % % 
Spruoe A 63.9 5.3 
Fir A 64.9 4.9 
Beeoh A 65.0 5.0 
Spruoe B 62.4 6.4 
Spruoe B 64.0 5.3 
Fir B 62.6 5.2 
Beeoh B 61.0 6.2 
Flax C 63.9 5.8 
Laroh C 63.8 5.2 
Pino C 63.4 5.6 
Spruoe C 64.0 5.5 
Ash C 63.2 5.6 
Biroh C 63.2 5.5 
Poplar C 63.3 5.8 
Cornoobs C 62.6 5.0 
Oathulls C 64.4 5.2 
Oat straw 0 61.8 5.4 
Ylheat straw C 61.8 5.5 
Rye straw C 63.0 5.6 
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Table XXII (Continued) 






Corncobs C 61.1 5.8 
Oat straw C 62.6 6.2 
Wheat straw C 62.2 5.9 
Spruce D 63.6 5.7 
Spruce E 63.6 6.2 
* Method A» sulfuric acid method 
B, fuming hydrochloric acid method 
C, alkali method 
D, Freudenbarg' s metliod 
B, Braun's method 
Constituent groups 
Methoxyl groups (OCE^) are found in all the lignin preparations, 
as isolated from different souroes and by different methods. The 




Peroentage of Methoxyl in Veurlous Llgnln Preparations 
Souroo Method of Isolation * Methoxyl ooatent 
Spruoe A 14.47 
Spruoe A 17.5 
Fir A 13.9 
Beeoh A 16.6 
Sugar maple A 21.0 
Aspen A 20.4 
Hhite oak A 20.6 
Basswood A 20.6 
Slash pine A 16.9 
Eastern hemlook A 16.9 
Spruoe fi 14.39 
Spruoe B 16.6 
Coniferous wood B 14.66 
Spruoe D 16.87 
Wieat strav B 14.16 
Flax C 14.90 
Corncobs C 14.30 
Oathulls C 16.60 
Winter rye straw C 14.34 
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Tablo XXIII (Continued) 
Source Method of Isolation * Methoxyl content 
Oathulls C 15.61 
Oat straw C 14.86 
Spruce D 16.0 
Spruce K 12.1 
Black spruce E 14.7 
•Method A, sulfuric aoid method 
fuming hydroohlorio acid method 
c. alkali method 
Freudenberg's method 
Braun's method 
Ths faot that llgziin oan be aoetylated and alkylated ludioates 
the presenoe of hydroxyl groups in lignin. !ftxe hydroxyl groups 
oan be completely methylated with dimethyl sulfate and alkali* 
Only ft fraction of the hydroa^l groups oan be methylated, i '-o. -
f'rom these results, it is inferred that some of the hydroxyl 
groups are phenolic or enolio in character (72). 
There is a lack of agreement among various Investigators 
about the presenoe of the ethylenio bond in lignin. Freudenberg 
(73) workizig ydth lignin prepared by his cuprammonium method 
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reports the absenoe of ethylenlo bonds* Also liibbert and 
workers (74, 75) report the absenoe of ethylenio bonds in 
fully methylated spruce lignin. On the other hand, the -works 
of Hibbert and Sankey (76), Hagglund and Holmberg (77), Harris 
and Lofdahl (78) all indicate the presence of the ethylenio 
bond. 
Vemillin can be obtained by heating sulfite lignin in the 
prasence of alkalies (27). Vanillin and syringaldehyde oan 
also be produced in about 25 per cent yields by heating lignin 
with nitrobenzene (29, 30). 
^ o 
Vanillin Syringaldehyde 
Itlhen lignin was hydrogenated under pressure, n-propylcyclo-
hoxane, n-propylcyclehexanol, and other hydroxy derivati-ves of 
n-propyloyolohexane were obtained (38). 
OW V* H « U SV C - C - C > V *  7 C - C - C » A  
^ J-
n-propylhexane n-propylhexanol 
%e above results indicate that the building stone of the 
lignin polymer is an aromatic nucleus having a three carbon 
side chain, with one hydroxy!, and one or more methoxyl groups 
substituted in tho bensene ring. 
From analytical data on native lignin, Brauns (79) gives 
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C H 0 
46 48 15 
Application of the Index of Refraction Equation 
to the Structure of Lignin 
Sinoe lignin is a solid polymer, the equation was oheoked 
on several solid polymers on which data on density, refractive 
index, and structure were available. Illustrative examples are 
shown below demonstrating that the bent path equation gi.ves 
accurate results when applied to solid organic polymers. 
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Calculatlon of h for polystyrene 
H 
-C - C H,-
0 
Y> 
Unit of polystyrene polymer 
Physical properties J 
d Z 1.054 - 1.070, av. Z 1.062 Slmonds and Ellis, 
n = 1.59 
m : 104.14 
Handbook of Plaatioe p 40 
Atom or group No. A 
GHg ' 1  X  1.405 : : 1.40Q 
O 1 X  6.240 : ; 6.240 
C 1 X  0.821 : ; 0.821 
H 6 X  0.292 : 1.752 
A for polystyrene polyner : 10.218 
n - 1 r 5.07 
104.14 
U0.218; U.062j " ^ 
- 5.07 
9.69 - 1 2 0.591 
n Z 1.591 
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Caloulatlon of n for vlacose rayon 
O H  O H  
-  c -  c  — c 
1 "  H 
HC - O 
1 
K C 6 M  
H  
Unit of oelluloso polymer 
Physical proportios: 
d I 1.647 
n parallel Z 1.547 
Wise, Wood OheniBtry p 500 
« " " p 131 
p 131 n perpendicular = 1. .521 « n 1 
n (average) - 1 .534 
m s 178.14 
or group No. A 
C 6 X 0.821 I 4.926 
H 10 X 0.292 1' P..S2C 
0 (OH) 4 X  0.475 = 1.900 
0 (ethor) 2 X  0,518 Z 1.0S6 
A for oelluloae polymer Z 10.782 





10.68 - 1 = 0.525 
n - 1.525 
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Caloulatlon of n for polymethyl mothaorylate 
C VA: 
- CH, - C 
I  
C -o -CH3 
u 
o 
Unit of polymothyl methaorylate polymor 
Physical properties* 
d Z 1*18 - 1*20, aT. : 1*19 Simonds and Ellis, 
n Z 1*48 - 1.50, av. Z 1.49 Handbook of Pl&atios p 44 
m S 100.1 
or group No. A 
CHg 1 X 1.405 1.405 
2 X 1.697 9.394 
C 1 X 0.821 5 0.821 
C - 0 - 1 X  1.866 tm 1.886 
II 
0 
A for methaorylate polymer - 7.506 
n - 1 = 6.07 100.1 
(7.506} (I.I9; - 1 
5.07 
11.2 - 1 = 0.497 
n = 1.497 
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Unit of polyrinylaoetate polymer 
Physical properties 4 
d = 1.191 
n = 1.466 
m r 86.09 
Simonds and Ellis, 
Handbook of Plaotios p 
Atom or group Wo. A 
CH3 1 X  1.697 : 1.697 

















A. for polyrinylacetata polymer = 6.101 
n - 1 r 5.07 
86.09 
^e.ioi; a.i9iJ " ^ 
5.07 
11.82 - 1 - 1.468 
n : 1.468 
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Calculation of n for raw rubbei' 
V\ 4 3 
- C C = C - c 
J n 
Unit of rubber polymer 
Phyaioal propertioai 
d = 0.91 - 0.93, av. = 0.915 
n r 1.51 
la r 63.11 
Langes Handbook 
4th ed., p 1197 
Langeo Handbook 
4th ed., p 878 
Atom or group 
C 
H 












A for rubb»r polymer = 5.877 
n - 1 r 6.07 68.11 
(6.877) (0.915) " 1 
5.07 
10.84 - 1 
= 0.515 
n Z 1.515 
-1S4' 
The ahoTe results shots' that tl;6 itidex q£ refraotion equation 
gives results of about the same aocuraoy idien used for solid 
organic polymers as for organic liquids* It might be inferred 
that the reverse operation of determining the structure of an 
unknown organic polymer could be carried out. One of the orgsmio 
polymers that has so far resisted positive identification is 
lignin. 
Several structural formulas for lignin have been proposed 
by various iuveatigators. All of these formulas are speculative 
in character, because of the difficulties in obtaining enough 
definite experimental evidence for the detemination of structure* 
In order to cheok the proposed formulas of lignin by use of 
the bent path equation, it was necessary to know the index of 
refraction axid density of lignin* The index of refraotion of 
spruee lignin, isolated by Freudenberg method has been given by 
Freudeaberg and irorkers (66, 69) as 1*61« 
She specifio volume of spruce lignin, isolated by the sulfuric 
acid uethod, is reported as 0*727 using helivtm as a displacing 
medium and 0.732. using bensene as a displacing medium (70)» The 
average for the two methods is 0*7295* Hie density of spruce 
lignin calculated from the above specific volime is 1*370* 
The spruce lignin used above was prepared by a different 
method than the lignin used by Freudenberg in the determination 
of refractive index* For this reason, a sample of spruce lignin 
•was prepared by Freudexiberg's method* The density of this lignin 
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Tsaa dotominod by adjusting the conoentrations of a mixture of 
benzene and oarbon tetraohlorlde so that partloles of lignin 
suspanded in the mixture did not rise or sink. The density of •Wi© 
banzone, oarbon tetrachloride mixt'are -was then determined. The 
density of the spruce lignin determined by the above method was 
found to be 1*^39• 
Ihg oalculafciona of index of refraotj-on by tlie bent path 
equation for tho propoaod structures of lignin ara shoian below. 
Values of n using densities of 1.370 and 1.339 wore dsbermined 
for each formula. Iho atruotural formulas and oaloulations 
of refraotive indices are shoim below. 
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Caloula'blon of n for •"ohrauth's fomxilp. (80) 
c 18 X 12.01 : 216.20 
H 12 X 1.008 ' 12.09 
0 6 X 16 " 96.00 
SI - 324*29 
Sehmuth's formula 
or group No. A 
1 X 6.240 : 6.240 
0 II 0 3 X 1.42S : 4.278 
C 9 X 0.821 : 7.389 
H 12 X 0.292 : 3.600 
0 3 X 0.518 : 1.554 
c - 6 X 0.081 :  0*486 
Caloulation of n -using density of 1*339 
5.07 
n - 1 = 324.29 
US.447j U.339; ' ^ 
- 23.447 
5.07 
10.33 - 1 
n = 1.544 
Caloulation of n using density of 1.370 
5*07 n - 1 = 5.07 
= 0.544 
324.29 
(25.447J U*370; " ^ 
1*65^ 
10.08 - 1 - 0*559 
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Caloulation of n for Fuch'a fornula (8l) 
o 
/Cv 
H O p  -
v^o S - C H  C - O -
M 
"43 42 13 
Fttch*B foramla 





0 = 0  
H 















































Calculation of n using density of l.SSfl 
« 1 - 5.07 
n • i • • 770,S 
<59.138J Cl.SSgj • 
n r 1«S80 
Caloulatlon of n using density of 1.370 
„ , - 5_j07 
770.5 
C59.i38J U.370) " ^ 
n Z 1.696 
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C 20 X 12.01 = 240.20 
H 22 X 1.008 = 22.18 
0 5 X 16 S 80.00 
M = 342.38 
Ktirsohner*s fonatila 
a or group No. A 
0 2 X 6.24 12.480 
CHj 2 X 1.697 s d .394 
E 6 X 0.821 = 4.926 
H 16 X 0.292 s 4.672 
0 (OH) 2 X 0.475 s 0.950 
0 ether 3 X 0.518 s 1.554 
C = C - 1 X 0.436 0.436 
o - O  2 X 0.081 0.162 
° - o  4 X 0.129 8 0.516 
k = 29.090 
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Caloulation of n using density of 1.339 
6.07 
" " ^ " 542.38 
(29.090) (1.339j " 
n = 1.651 
Caloulation of ^  using density of 1.370 
_ 5.07 
" ' ^ " S42.38 
(29.090; (1.370J ^ 
n = 1.668 
"JAl-' 
Galoulatioii of n for I''roudgn'aerg;'a I'oriAula Ho» JL (68) 
\ O 
I  1 CV\3 
I cu^ 
I \ r\ 
Froudenborg's formula No* 1 
<^10«12°5>n 
C 10 X 12.01 = 120*10 
fl 12 X 1.008 = 12*09 




1 or group No. A 
0 1 X 6*24 = 6.240 
CH3 1 X 1*697 m 1.697 
c 3 X 0.821 z 2.463 
H 9 X 0*292 z 2.628 
0 (OK) 1 X 0.47e 0.475 
0 (ether) 0 X 0.518 tm 1.036 
c - O  1 X 0.081 mm 0.081 
°-o 2 X 0,129 = 0,258 
Caloulatlon of n using density of 1*339 
n - 1 = 5.07 
180*19 
U4*878J U.339; ~ ^  
A = 14.878 
6*07 
9.05 - 1 
n " 1*630 
Calculation of n using density of 1.370 




U4.878; (I.370; - 1 
" 8*84 - 1 " 
m = 1.647 
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Calculvblo.n of .-for Froud<^n'herg;*s f orrf ila No. ^  (83) 








10 X 120.10 = 120.10 
10 X 1.008 2 10.08 
3 X 16 
Freudenberg's formula No. 2 
No. 
= 48.00 
m = 178.18 






0 o bhsr 
-o 


























0.081 ® 0.162 
0.129 « 0.258 
= 14.376 
Calculation of ri using density of 1.339 
5.07 
n - 1 
178.18 
U4.375) U.339; ' ••• 
5.07 
9.27 - 1 
• 0.613 
n = 1.613 
Caloulation of n using density of 1.370 
5.07 
n ~ 1 ~ 
5.07 
178.18 
U4.S75; (1.370; " 1 
9.06 - 1 
= 0.629 
n s 1,629 
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.?he abova results shov,' tliat tha index of refraction calculated 
from J^rouderiborg*s fonaula lJo» 2 checks Freudsriberg's observed 
refractive index better than any of the other fornmlas, The index 
of refraction calculated with the density of lignin proparod by 
the sane method that Preudenberg usad checks the observed value 
almoot exactly, 
rVoudQiiberg believes that lignin is formed by the condensation 
of building iinita suoh as the one shown below* 
If this is t2-us« the formula of a lignin pol;ymer containing 
4 building units should have the structure shown bolor/s 
Calculabioa of n for ^ roud9:iljnrg;'.s forr.r-ila Ho. Z 4_ building unite 
CV^a CWa CHa 
1 I  1 
CKj 
Frcudcnfcorg's I'oraiulR I^o. 2 with 4 building unita 
^40^42^13 
G 40 X 12.01 = 480.40 
li 42 X 1.008 s 42.3S 
0 13 X 16 = 208.00 
m = 730.73 
Atom or group No. A 
o 4 X 6.240 = 24.960 
CHG 8 X 1.697 = 13,576 
C s 0 1 X 1.426 = 1.426 
c 7 X 0.821 S 5.747 
E 18 X 0.292 = 5.253 
0 (OF.) 5 X 0.475 = 2.575 
0 ether 7 X 0.518 = 3.626 
O-O 6 X 0.081 = 0.486 
O-O 8 X 0.129 = 1.032 
A = 58.464 
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Caloulation of n using donsitj' cf 1.339 
5.07 5,07 
^ ~ 750.75 . " 9.35 - 1 " ^ 
(58.484) (1.339) 
n a 1.607 
Calculation of using density of 1.370 
, - 5.07 5.07 ^ 
^ ^ " 730.73 , ' 9.13 - 1 
(58.484) (1.370) ' ^ 
n = 1.623 
Ihe index of refraction calculated from the above structural 
formula also agrees very well with the observed index of refraction. 
Ihe above formula contains 4 mathoxy groups, 1 oarbonyl group 
capable of undergoing keto-enol isomerism and 5 hydroxyl groups 
one of vihioh is phenolic. Eae above formula agress very well with 
Braun's formulation except that it has a slightly smaller mol­
ecular v/eight and has one too many hydroxyl groups. 
Tlie two formulas proposed by Freudenberg are at present 
believed to bo more in harmony with the chemical evidence than 
the other formulas. The close agreement of the calculated index 
of refraction for the polymer containing the building unit shown 
in Praudenberg's formula No. 2 with his observed value for n 
indicEtee l-ho.- '.hifi Btrtictire is probiitly very close to the tnie 
structure of llgnin. 
A compound having the above formula ?/ould bo expected, to 
show the following typical reactions of lignins 
1. Reaction of tho oarbonyl p;ro\:p -nith phenols and anines. 
2. ^'eaction of the hydroxyl pronps vdth aoid anhydridos or 
acid chlorides to fom esters. 
3. F-eaction of tho hydroxyl groups -with alkji-lation agents# 
4* Halogenation • 
6* Nitre-tion. 
6. ''ulfonation. 
7» Reaction of the phenolic hydroxyl group with alkalies 
to form a water soluble salt* 
'Ihe polymerization of lignin M^ea treated with ooncontrated 
sulfuric aoid may be due to the formation of ethyl©nic bonds by 
splitting water out of tha side chains. Polymerization oould 
then take place through the ethylonic bonds. 
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AMLYSIS OF LI GUI N FROM PILOT PLANT RONS 
The lignln produced by the prooess shoim In Fig. 5 would 
he expected to contain a mixture of sudlum salts of llgnin* 
These salts would be in -various stages of degradation along 
with soluble carbohydrate compounds. The separation of pure 
oompo\mds from such a mixture would be very difficult. For 
this reason, the lignin was separated into fractions« taking 
advantage of the different solubilities in waterj, ethyl alcohol, 
and ether. %e density and index of refraction were determined 
for each fraction. Since most of the fractions were too dark 
colored to take index of refraction readings directly, the 
following method was adopted. One per cent of the unknown was 
dissolved in an organic solvent and any difference in the 
refractive index of the mixture from the index of the solvent 
was adjusted \mtil the index of refraction was not changed by 
the addition of the unknown* In this manner approximate values 
of "tiie refractive index were determined. !Ik9 following 





Ethylene chlorohydrin 1.439 
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oompound n 
Ethyl aloohol 1*362 
Water 1«S33 
the folloiving method vtas used to determine Tthether the 
various flraotions vrere oon^osed of llgnln deri-vatives or 
carbohydrate derlmtlres. In carbohydrate compounds, the unit 
shown below mis considered to be a structural unit. 
-[-r-]; 
For this unit m s 30.03 and A : 1.880. Die -value of ^ 
4- 30.05 ,a in 
1.880 16.10. 
In lignin derivatives, the value of § for Freudenberg's 
178.16 
formula No. Z should be representative. Diis value is j^ '4V^ '7'6 
or 12.40. 
5.07 
Using the above values of ^ in the equation n - 1 = 
1 
a ifide difference in the predicted values of n for lignin compounds 
and carbohydrate compounds iias obtained. 
Lignin from hemp hurds from Hun No. 9 ma analysed. Ihe 
sodium YAs removed by passing a -water solution of the lignin 
through a bed of acid regenerated ion-exchange resin. The -water 
soluble portioxis of the lignin remained in solution and -fche 
insoluble portion precipitated on idie resin and was filtered out. 
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The izisoluble material vas rooovered by mshlng the resin irith 
dilute sodiun hydroxide* Eydroohlorio aoid was added to the 
caustic solution to precipitate the acid insoluble material* 
Ihe aoid insoluble and aoid soluble portions were then separated 






.Insol. In 70^ H0SO4 
21.6JS 
d s 1.343 
n • 1.69-I-
^ predloted for lignin • 1.615 
n predloted for carbohydrate • 1*461 
(lignin) 
Soluble in 70jS H2SO4 
4.3^  
(high molecular weight carbohydrates) 
Soluible in alcohol 
> 11.5^  
d = 1.352 
n » 1.59-^ 
n predicted for lignin • 1.621 
n predicted for carbohydrate • 1.466 









Insol. In alcohol 
3.2^  
d • 1.53 
n s 1,52 
n predicted for lignin derivativea • 1.715 
? predicted for carbohydrates • 1.534 
(lantT"nolecular weight csurbohydrates) 
Insol. in ether 






n s 1.59 + 
n predicted far lignin * 1.650 
'n predicted for carbohydrate • 1.539 
(low molecular weight lignin derlTatives) 
SI. soluble in ether 

n » 1.59-*- I 
n prddioted for lignin • 1.621 
^ predicted for carbohydrate • 1.466 






Insol* in alcohol 
Z.2% 
d • 1,5S 
n s 1.62 
n predioted for lignin derivatives " 1*716 
"n predioted for carbohydrates • 1.&S4 
(icmmoleoular weight carbohydrates) 
Insol* in ether 







n predioted for lignin * 1.650 
n predioted for carbohydrate • 1.539 
(low molecular weight lignin derivatives) 
SI. soluble in ether 
> 19.75J 
d a 1.47 
n » 1.48 
n predioted for lignin derivatives • 
" 1.683 
n predicted for carbohydrates • 1.512 
"Siis fraction was aoidio and had a 
neutralisation equivalent of 157. 
(low molecular weight carbohydrates 
containing carboxyl groups) 
Fig. 12 CoB^onents of Hemp Lignin froa Hun No. 9 
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From "tiie results shown in l^ig. 12 for the hemp llgnin from 
Run Ho* 9f the componenta appear to he as shown belowi 
Lignin 21.8 per cent 
Water insoluble carbohydrates 4«3 per cent 
Alcohol soluble lignin 11.5 per cent 
Water soluble carbohydrates 3.2 per cent 
Water soluble lignin derivatives 22.3 per oent 
Water soluble aoidic carbohydrates 19.7 per cent 
Combined sodium 17.4 per oent 
Corncob lignin from Run No. 12 was analyzed by the same 
method. The results are given below* 
Lignin 10.3 per cent 
Water insoluble carbohydrates 2.1 per cent 
Alcohol soluble lignin 6.2 per oent 
Water soluble lignin derivatives 38.2 per oent 
Water soluble aoidio carbohydrates 17.3 per oent 
Combined sodium 21.8 per oent 
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FIASTXCS FROM LI6NIN 
One po38ible use for the lignin la in the preparation of 
plastics. The following experiments were oarried out to determine 
the value of lignins prepared from hemp hurds and oornoobo as a 
plastio material. 
Apparatus and Materials 
IVTO molds were used in the plastic work. One was a mold 
for a disk 1 b/b inches in diameter, and the other was a mold 
for a bar l/2 inch vdde and 5 inches long. "Hie thickness of the 
disks and bars molded in the above molds varied with the amount 
of molding powder used. The molds were heated by Bunsen burners 
and the temperature was measured by means of a thermocouple 
placed in a hole drilled into the mold. Hie pressure was applied 
by a laboratory hydraulic press. A photograph of the hydraulic 
press with the disk mold in place is shown in Fig- 13. 
The impact strength of the disks was determined by a 
crushing-impact test. Tho sample was placed under a rod with a 
peen-shaped end and a 6 pound weight allowed to fall onto the 
rod. The testizig was started with the weight dropping 1 inch, and 
the distance was increased 1 inch for each succeeding trial until 
the disk cracked. Ihe maximum possible drop in the tester was 
24 inches, ihe disks used for the impact tests were 1 5/8 
inches in diameter and approximately l/4 inch in thickness. A 
Fig. 13 Plaatio Press and Disk Mold 
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Fig. 15 Flexural Testing Machine 
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photograph of the impr.ot tester is ahoivn in Pig» 14. 
Floxural tests were run on the bars. The distance between 
supports fiQ.3 4 inches. The load vrao applied at the center of 
the bpr at a tmiform rate by a motor driven meohanism.. IHie 
load applied vms indicated on a dial. In testing a aanple, 
the bar vfas put in place and the load applied at a uniform 
rate until the bar broke. Ihe load indicated by the raaximum 
dial reading •was taken as the load required to break the bar. 
A photograph of i;he flexural testing machine is ahown in Fig. 15. 
In the water absorption tests, 1 5/8 inch disks about l/4 
inch in thiokneas were molded. The diska were weighed and 
immersed in vjater for a 24 hour period, after -which the disks 
were wiped dry and weighed. In the conditioned water absorption 
tests, the disks vrare dried at 105 degrees Centigrade and 
weighed. The difference between the wet weight and d3ry weight 
was taken to use in calculating the conditioned water absorption. 
'!he conditioned water absorption is a useful test when material 
ia leached out of the plastic when it is iiranersed in water. In 
all of the above tests at least 3 eoraples were run and the results 
averaged. 
The lignin used in the following experiments was the lignin 
produced from hemp hurda in Run No. 9. Although this lignin 
molded well as a thermosotting rosin under heat and pressure, its 
water absorption was much too high for most plastic uses. 
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Ligniri as an Extender for Phenol-^'ormaldehyde Resin 
Lignin was ground to a fine powder ejid mixed with a powdered 
commercial phenol-formaldehyde resin and wood flour. The molding 
powder was molded at a temperature of 180 degrees Centigrade and 
a pressure of 5,000 pounds per square inch for 4 minutes* The 
results of strength and water absorption tests are shoTwn in 
Table 3C3QY. The data show that about l/S of the phenol-fomialde-
hyde resin can be replaced iwith lignin and still produce satis­
factory plastics. All of the samples molded well, showing black, 
shiny surfaces. 
Table mv 


















1 50 0 50 10,240 12 0.22 
2 40 10 50 9,980 13 0.41 
3 30 20 50 9,420 13 1.97 
4 20 SO 50 8,850 11 3.59 
5 10 40 50 5,220 6 10.68 
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Wgnln-Crasol-Fonnaldehyde Rosin 
Liguin reaots with cresol and formaldehyde in the presence 
of sulfuric aoid to form a thermosetting resinr Uie best 
results vere obtained using 15 parts lignin, 10 parts cresol, 
and 5 parts of 40 per cent formaldehyde. \^en more than 15 
parts of lignin were used, the resin was too stiff to work 
•well and -nhen the lower amounts of ligniu were used, the resin 
was thermoplastic* lignin, oronol, and formaldehyde Tsrere 
mixed together and concentrated sulfuric acid added* !Ihe mixture 
was then heated to 130 degrees Centigrade. !&ie mixture hardened 
after about 20 to SO minutes. The resin was then cooled and 
ground to a fine powder. Forty-eight parts of powdered resin 
were mixed with 2 parts hexamethylenetetramine, 10 parts 
soybean meal, and 40 peirts wood floui', and molded at a temper­
ature of 180 degrees Centigrade and a pressure of 6,000 pounds 
per square inch for 4 minutes. Hhe results of the impact 
and wator absorption tests whan the amount of concentrated 












Impact Water Impftot 
test dry absorp- teat wet 
inoheo tion tnohes 
% 
1 15 10 5 1.5 did not harden 
2 15 10 5 3.0 did not harden 
3 16 10 5 5.0 5 4.30 3 
4 15 10 5 6.0 4 6.45 3 
5 15 10 6 10.0 did not harden 
The resin prepared -with 6 
the best* !Ihis rosin was used 
shcmn in ilkble XXVI. 
parts aulfurio acid seemed to be 
in prex^aring tine molding powders 
Tkble XXVI 
Lignin-Gresol-Formaldehyde Plastics 
lignln-cresol- methylene- lime soybean -wood atren^^th absorp- strength 
1 48 2.0 0 10 40 5 4.3 3 
2 43.5 2.0 4.5 0 50 7 3.3 8 
3 46.0 2.0 4.6 9.4 38 6 4.4 6 
4 47.5 2.5 0 0 50 stuck to mold 
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The moldinp; powder composed of lignin-oreaol-fomaldehyde 
resin, hoxamethylenetetraain®, lima, and wood flour gave the 
host plastics. In HaMe :XX7II the results of replaoing part of 
the llgnin-oresol-foxTnaldehyde resin -with a oorameroial phenol-
formaldehyde resin are shown. Bie restxlts show that, using 50 
per oent wood flour, strong plastics oan be made using as low 
as 10 per oent phenol-formaldehyde resin. 
Table XX7II 
Phenol-Formaldehyde and Lignin-Cresol-Formaldehyde Plastics 
No. Parks Parts Parts Parts Parts Impaot Water Impact 
lignin-oresol- hexa- limo phenol- wood strength absorption strength 
formaldehyde methylene- formaldehyde flour dry % wet 
reain tetraanine resin inches inches 
1 43.5 2.0 4.5 0 50.0 7 3.3 8 
2 54.7 1.8 3.5 10.0 50.0 13 3.9 11 
S 26.1 . l.S 2.6 20.0 50.0 11 3.9 11 
4 17.6 0.8 1.7 30.0 50.0 13 2.8 13 
5 8.7 0.4 0.9 40.0 50.0 13 1.3 IS 
6 0 0 0 50.0 50.0 12 1.3 12 
Comparison of V/ood Flour and Cellulose as Plastic Fillers 
A llgnln-oresol-formaldehyde resin vas made up with a 
higher ratio of oresol to lignin* Ihe proportions used were 26 
parts lignin, 40 parts ordisol, 8 parts 40 per cent fonnaldehyde, 
and 4 parts 9S per oont sulfuric acid. 50ie mixture was heated 
to 150 degrees Centigrade for 20 minutes and i:hen 4 parts lime 
and 7 parts hexamotiiylenotetreunine were added and the resin 
poured into a pan to cool» This reain is designated as resin 
I in Table 3CrniI. 
Another resin ivo-s prepared by heating 65 parts lignin, 
50 parts -rinsol resin, and 1 part 93 per cent sulfuric acid to 
190 degrees Centigrade for 20 minutes. 'Ihe resin ims ground to 
ft fine powder and mixed with 10 per cent hexamethylonetetranine. 
IRiis resin is designated as resin II in Table XXVIII. The vinsol 
resin used in preparing the abovo resin is produced as a by­
product in the refining of rosin. 
Molding ponders were made up using wood flour and hemp 
cellulose as fillers. The results are shown in Table XXVIII. 
In every case the plastics containing cellulose were stronger 
than the wood flour filled plastics. Ilhe water absorption was 
higher for the cellulose filled plastics. 
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Tablo XXYIII 
Comparison of Cellulose and Wood Flour Filled Plastics 






1 50jJ phenol-forraaldehyde resin 
50^ wood flour 
7,900 0.42 
2 50?S phenol-formaldehyde resin 
50^ oellulose 
10,500 1.66 
3 50^ resin I 
50^ vrood flour 
5,730 0.62 
4 B(^ resin I 
50^ oellulose 
9,470 2.42 
5 2^ resin II 
phenol-formaldehyde rosin 
50^ -wood flour 
9,450 5.01 
6 Z'5% resin II 
Zb% phenol-formaldehyde resin 
5(^ oellulose 
11,300 7.46 
Resin Dispersed in Cellulose 
Twenty parts of cellulose urere mixed with 100 parts of 18 
per oent sodiTim hydroxide and 8 parts of carbon disulfide and 
allowed to stand at room tenjperaturo for 24 hours to form 
oellulose xanthate. Forty pflurts of lignin-oresol-foriaaldehyde 
resin were dissolved in 200 parts of 4 per oent sodium hydroxide 
and mixed with cellulose xanthate. The xanthate-resin mixture 
ivas acidifiad, filtered, and washed. Two parts of line Trore 
added and the mixtvire vias dried* Ihe resin^eellulcae mixture 
was molded at 180 degrees Centigrade and 5,000 pounds pressure 
per square inch for 4 minutes. The floxural strength of this 
plastic was 13,600 pounds per square inch and the water absorption 
was S.24 per cent. 
Another molding powder ms prepared in vrhioh 15 parts of the 
reain-oolluloae mixture, 15 parts phenol-formaldohyde resin, 
and 20 parts -wood flour trare mixad togetlier and moldort under the 
same conditions as abovo. The flexural strength vib.r 10,500 
pounds per square inoh and the vm,ter absorption wag 3.1G per 
cant. Both of the plasties described above molded well and 
had an exceptionally glossy surface. 
Plasties from Lignin-Vinsol Resin and Cumarone Indene Resin 
Although vinaol resin is thermoplastic, a thermosetting 
resin -was made by heating vinaol resin -with lignin and sulfuric 
acid. About 13 parts of lignin are required per 10 parts vinsol 
resin to produce a thermosetting resin. Ihe prooeedure was as 
follows* heat 10 parts vinsol resin, 13 parts lignin, and 5 parts 
20 per cent sulfuric acid to 200 degrees Centigrade for 50 
minutes. At the end of the heatinp; period, 5 grams of lime vfsre 
added. Ihe resin -was then cooled, ground to a fine powder, and 
mixed Twith 5 parts of hoxeonathylenetetramine. The plasticity of 
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the resin was inoreasod by the addition of ovunorone indeno 
resin to the plastic ingredients. Hie results of adding 
curaarone indane to tho amounts of Tinsol resin, lignin, and 
sulfuric acid given above are shown in Table XXIX, The molding 
toraporature vreis 130 dsgroos Centigrade and the pressure T,m3 
5,000 pounds per square inch for a 4 minute cycle. 
!ftibi© xnx 
Cumaroae Indsne Basin Varied 
No. Parts of Yield Equal parts resin and asbestos filler 1 part phenol-formaldehyde resin 
strength strength strength absorp- Plexural Flexural impact Water 
dry wet inohea tion strength strength strength absor; 
pal psi % dry wnat inches tion 
psi psi % 
1 0 79.5 1,520 1,250 3 1.13 9,070 7,910 3 0.51 
2 5 91.4 1,510 1,240 3 0.046 9,200 8,960 4 0.016 
3 10 93,8 1,590 2,410 3 0.61 5,930 2,790 3 0.48 
4 15 93.3 1,550 1,450 3 1.15 5,350 1,300 3 2.04 
5 20 91.6 1,760 1,065 3 5.12 1,850 1,810 3 1.71 
6 80 94.8 too thermoplaatic to mold 1,180 1,200 3 1.57 
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rheaol-Forinaldehyde-Lignin Pla3tios 
!Hie use of lignin as an oxtondor for both solid and 15.quid 
phonol-foriaaldohydo resins ms investigated. Ihe effect of using 
alkaline and aoid catalysts 7ra.s also studied. 
Phenol-formaldehyde-llKnin plastics uaing; an alkaline catalyst 
Molding powders were prepared by mixing v/ood flour v:ith a 
phenol-fonnaldehyde liquid resin and a solution containing 37 
per cent lipnin, 53 per cent mter and 10 per cent glycerin to 
aot as a mold lubricant. Iho mixture vras air dried and molded 
at a temperature of 160 degreea Centigrade and a pressure of 
5,000 pounds per aq'.jare inch for 4 minutes. Ihe phenol-
formaldehyde liquid reain was prepared by heating 10 parts 
sodium liydroxide to 70 degrees Centigrade for 30 minutes. The 
results are shown in liable XXX, Ihe results show that the T<-at6r 
absorption increased rapidly as the aiiiouiit of lignin ifvns increased. 
Corncob ligncin from Run No. 12 wus used in all of the phenol-
formaldehyde-lignin plasties. 
HJiTjle XXX 
Plaatlos Made from Molding Poiwier Prepared by Air Drying Mixtures of 
Liquid Phenol-Fonaaldehyde Resin, Aqueous Lignin Solution and Wood Flour 
Ho. Parts liquid Parts llgnin Parts Flexujpal Impact Water absorption 
phenol-form- solution irood flour strength strength _______________ 
aldehyde resin psi inches 
% % oond * 
1 60 0 40 7.010 5.5 1.85 6.63 
2 54 6 40 6,090 5 1.55 3.51 
3 48 12 40 5,750 5 3.06 12.9 
4 42 18 40 6,500 5 3.75 13.7 
5 36 24 40 6,250 3.5 4.68 18.1 
6 30 30 40 5,320 5 5.43 16.8 
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Phenol-formaldehyde-llgnin plaatloa using an aold oatalyet 
A liquid resin -was prepared by heating a mixture of lignin, 
phenol, and formaldehyde to 70 degrees Centigrade for 30 minutes. 
Ihe formaldehyde solution contained 0*5 per cent sodium hydroxide. 
Ihe liqiiid resin "was then mixed -with -jrood flour. After thorough 
mixing, 20 parts of the wood flour-resin mixture was mixed with 
1 part of a S per cent laotio aoid solution and air dried* Ihe 
molding powder molded very well, giving moldings with a blaok, 
glossy surface. The results are shown in !lkble XXXI, !2}ie results 
given in Table XXXI show that the strength of the plastios 
was increased with the addition of lignin, and the viater absorption 
was increased with the addition of lignin. However, -the increase 
was not as great as when an alkaline catalyst was used. 
Table XZXI 
Phsnol-Formaldeliyde-Ligiiin Plastics Using an Acid Catalyst 
No. Parts Parts Parts ¥}% Parts Flexural Tiapact Water absorption 




1 0 10 
2 19 
3 2 8 
4 3 7 
5 4 6 
































Phenol-formaldehyde-llKnin liquid resin plastica 
A liquid phenol-formaldehyde resin ims made by heating 10 
parts phonol, 15 parts of 40 per cent formaldehyde and 1 part 
sodium hydroxide to 70 degrees Centigrade for 2 hours. This 
resin was mixed with a 50 per cent lignin solution and wood flour 
and then the mixture was molded without drying. The molding 
powder was molded at a temperature of 160 degrees Centigrade and 
a pressure of 5,000 pounds per square inch for 4 minutes. Bio 
molding powder molded very well giving samples that had a dark 
brovm to black glossy surface. No gassing tfas observed in the 
samples reported in TiRble XXXII. However, when more than 1 
part of solution to 2 parts of wood flour was used, gassing did 
occur• 
The liquid resin-wood flour molding powder containing 60 
per cent wood flour molded as well as the molding powders 
containing equal parts of solid resin and wooi flour. The 
strength was higher and the water absorption about the same as 
for the wood flour-solid reain molding powders. The raw material 
costs for the liquid resin molding powders are very low. The 
amount of resir. present is about 40 per cent of the resin present 
in the solid resin molding powders. 
Table xmi 
Phonol-Formaldohyde-Llgnln Liquid Rasin Plastioa 
No. Parts liquid Parts SOjS Psirts Flexural Water 
phenol-form- lignin solution wood flour strength absorption 
aldehyde resin psi ^ 
1 3  7  2 0  5 , 5 1 0  1 5 . 1  
2 4 6 20 7,340 6.72 
I 
3 5 5 20 8,600 3.10 § 
I 
4 6 4 20 8,450 2.92 
5 7 3 20 8,400 3.04 
6 8 2 20 8,920 2.45 
7 9 1 20 9,070 2.21 
8 10 0 20 9,270 2.05 
StrnthoxLo board:! rrnre made by nixint^ •x smll amoxmt of liquid 
resin -vith savjdust. The resin and sav;dus b f/ere run throujsh a 
small grinder bo obtain thorou^.h miring. After miring the material 
had the appearance of damp sawdust. ITie moldine; powder 7ra.s 
molded at a t«mperat-ure of 150 degrees Centigrade and a pressure 
of 500 pounds per square inoh for 4 minutes. It -was neoesaary 
to spread the powder evenly to obtain a -well molded 3an!.ple. 
The flexural strengths are .f^iv^n in Table XXXIII, The boards 
had the disadvantage of swelling in -water. Ihe samples containing 
laotio acid had the best water resi3to.nc6. k aample -A-as riolded, 
containing 6,6 parts phenol-formaldehyde liqrjid reain, 5.1 parts 
50 per cent lignin solution, 1.? parts laotio aoid and 87.1 
parts sa-wduat for 10 minutoe instead of 4 minutes. The flexural 
strength of this board -wUs 4,210 pounds per square inch and it 
swelled slightly when immersed in water for 24 hours. 
Table XXKIII 
Synthetic Board from Sawdust and Liqxiid Hesin 
No. Parts phenol- Parts Parts Parts Flexural 
formaldehyde 505^ lignin lactic aoid sawdust strength 
liquid resin solution psi 
1 14 0 
2 13.8 0 
3 7 7 
4 6.6 5.1 
5 6.7 6.7 
0 86 2,800 
1.20 86 3,400 
0 86 2,710 
1.2 87.1 4,100 
0.6 86.0 3,610 
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lON-EXCHAJKJE RESINS FROM LIGNIN 
Organic ion-exohange resins have been prepared by sulfonating 
a large number of aromatic compounds. Since lignin also has an 
aromatic structure the preparation of ion-exohange resins from 
lignin ms Investigated. 
Ion-Exchange Resins Made by Sulfonating Lignin 
Ion-exchange resins have become increasingly important 
since Gans (84) suggested the use of "zeolites" in the softening 
of hard mters* Ihe zeolites are a class of hydra ted alumino-
sllicates having easily exchangeable ions. In recent years 
organic ion-exchange resins have been developed. The ion-exohange 
property of these resins was due to the presence of sulfonic acid 
groups. For the hydrogen cycle, the mechanism is as shown below 
for a resin containing sulfonic acid groups. 
ZRSOgH-v Ca(HC03)2 >(ES03)2Ca+ ZHgCOg 
Regeneration 
(RS03)2Ca-» 2HC1^ ^2HS03H + CaClg 
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For the sodiijm cycle, the mechanism is as shown belowJ 
ERSOgNa Ca(HC0g)2 (RS0g)2Ca ZJIaHCOg 
Regeneration 
(RS03)2Ca 2MaCl SRSOgNa CaCl2 
The resins reported in liable XXXIII were prepared by the 
method used by Cooper (36) who made an ion-exchange resin from 
Meadol lignin (an alkali lignin sold by the Mead Paper Company 
of Chillicothe, Ohio). 
Meadol ligrin -was sulfonated with 93 per cent sulfuric acid 
in the weight ratio of 1 3 3. This mixture set up into a gel 
whioh was then Trashed free of excess acid and dried* The final 
product was -Hien ground to 20 to 50 mesh size, vmshed with a 
saturated solution of sodium carbonate, and regenerated v/ith 4 
per cent hydrochloric acid. The exchange capacity vms determined 
by the static test in whioh the sample was titrated with 1 N 
ITaOH to a phenol red end point (35). In this test, 1 millimeter of 
1 normal sodium hydroxide solution was equivalent to 2,200 grains 
per cubic foot capacity expressed as calcium carbonate. Resins 
wore also prepared from acid precipitated hemp lignin from Run 
No. 9. Uie results from this series of resins are shown in 
Ikbl® XXniI. Samples 1 through 3 were prepared from Ueadol 
lignin and samples 4 through 6 were prepared from hemp lignin. 
Ofeble XXXIII 
lon-exohang© Resina Produoed by Cooper's Process 
1 80 100 102,7 33.8 7,000 
2 100 100 97.2 33.8 8,100 
3 130 100 94.0 34.0 11,100 
4 80 100 98.3 33.4 4,200 
5 100 100 95.7 34.1 9,100 
6 130 100 93.1 33.9 12,700 
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flio aoovo rosalt-i with iiaadol iij^ain ware in good agreement 
mth tha work of Cooper. Bio rosins prepared from the hamp lignin, 
gulfoaatod at; 100 and 130 doj^roos Junbigrade had a Utile iiigher 
oapao.lty than the rosins prepared from i/ieadol liiyaln. All of the 
rosins in Table) "UXH shoviod a marked teadenoy toward color throw. 
A resin was prepared in v;hioh paraformaldehyde was added 
to the sulfonating mixture to soe if blio color throw aould be 
reduced. Fort;/ grams of precipitated hemp lignin from iiun ib. 9 
were sulfonated rdth 120 gi-ams of S3 per cent sulfuric aoid. 
Four grams of paraforiiialdehyds v/ere added when a teir.perature of 
100 degrees Centigrade waa reached. The temperature "wati then 
increased to 130 degrees Centigrade. Tl-ie mixture gelled in 
a f0T,v minutes. Bie gel was then washed and dried at 100 degrees 
Centigrade, "iliis resin had praotioally no color throw in water, 
and had a capacity of 13,000 grains per cubic foot. 
'Ilrie wash wa.ter from the above resin contained formaldehyde, 
for this reason, the 6:t.ount of paraformaldehyde used iu tiie 
next series of resins was reduced., The rosins reported in Table 
XXXIV v/ere sulfonated for 30 minutes with concentrated sulfuric 
aoid and 18 per cent oleum was then added and the sulforation 
continued for 30 more minutes. 
Table XXXB' 
lon-exohange Bgains From Hemp Lignin by Adding Paraformldohydo to the Sulfonating Mixture 
No. Wt» of Wt» of Sulfonating of Sulfonating Drying Wt. of Yield Wet density Capacity 
lignin 9Z% Temp. 18% temp. temp. (ECHO)^ gn. lbs.dry resin gr/ft' 
gm. HgSO^ OC oleum ©C °C cu. ft. 
1 80 240 120 240 120 100 0.8 76.2 31.9 11,120 
2 80 240 120 320 120 100 0.8 74.1 30.2 12,000 
3 80 240 130 320 120 100 0.8 73.2 32.4 13,740 
4 80 240 130 320 130 100 0.8 72.7 32.1 14,900 
5 80 240 140 320 140 100 0.8 69.3 28.5 12,700 
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'Hie rosins rgportad in Table XXXIV had a higher capacity 
than tjbio resins reported in Table XXXIII. The samples showed 
no oolor throw after standing in tap mter for 14 days. 
lon-excliange Hesins liade by Sulfone-tiug Ligniu-^esorcinol Polymera 
A series of renins were prepared using different omoimts 
of re^oroinol and formaldehyde with a base of 80 grama of 
oornoob lifjixln from Kun TTo. 12. "Hie lignin, water, formaldehyde 
(37 per cent), and resoroinol were mixed djo, the order najiied and 
ellovred to set at room temporature. nixture set to a hard 
resin in sbout 5 ninutes. resin vm.8 then ground to 10 to 
14 mssh, dried and prooessed as in the previouo runs. Hie resin 
particles did not dissolve during the sulfonation treatment. The 
results are shown in Table XXJCV, 
feble JXJCV 
lozx-excluuige Resins Made by Sulfonating Lignin-Rasorcinol Polymers 
Ho# Wt. reaor- Wt« Acid Wt. 01am Drying Yield Wat density Capacity 
einol fiCHp HgO oono* temp, oleum temp. temp. gia» lbs, dry resin gr/ft^ 
gm. gm. gm. ^220^ gia. °C ou. ft. 
gm. 
1 16 32 48 240 130 320 130 100 52.6 20.1 17,840 
2 16 52 48 240 130 320 130 130 49.4 19.6 25,400 
S 16 52 48 240 130 320 130 160 52.2 21.2 25,100 
4 16 32 48 240 130 320 130 190 charred 
5 8 16 24 240 150 320 130 100 S5,7- 20.2 14,000 
6 8 16 24 240 130 320 130 130 38.2 19.8 16,400 
7 8 16 24 240 130 320 130 160 33.9 19.2 17,900 
Rasinn 1, 2, nnt'' 3 vioro very hrxrcT and did not show f.ny 
tendency toward color throrj-. Resins 5, 6, and 7 vrere too soft 
to stGnd up 'jndor oxtendod nr.e, A dr;^dng temperat)ire. of 130 to 160 
degrees OotitS,"trade seemed to cc escential to obta;'n high capacities. 
Resin 3 vronld seen to ha-ro coinmarcJal pnnnibilities heoause it 
had good physical characteristics and high capacity. 
Ton-exohanr;# Resin from Lip;nin Pnd Hydroahietyl Alcohol 
In the preparation of this resin, 100 grains of hydroabietyl 
alcohol were treated with metallic sodivim to fom an alooholate. 
The resulting alooholate ms condensed with 50 grams of chlorinated 
hemp lignin in a benzene medim. Hie oondensation produot vias 
sulfonated with 450 grams of 93 per cent sulfuric acid at 130 
degrees Centigrade for 30 minutes. The gel formed Vi-as washed 
and dried to 100 degrees Centigrade for 30 minutes. The resin 
was ground at 20 to 40 mesh size and resulfonated vdth 450 
grams of 10 per cent oleum at 130 degrees Centigrade for 30 
minutes. The resin was then washed and dried at 160 degrees 
Centigrade. The yield of ion-exchange resin was 139.2 grams. 
This resin had a capacity of 16,900 grains per cubic foot and 
showed greater hardness than any of the previous resins. It 
was also more resistant to the action of caustic than the 
preceding resins. 
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lon-exohange Resins from Cellulose and Ligno-Cellulosio Materials 
Ton-erohargo renins v,Tirp prepprod from cellulose from Htm 
No. 9. bno hrmdrod e;rams of cellulose wore sulfonated with 93 
par cent eulfuria ac^d for 30 minutoa. Ihe pel that formed was 
washed, dried, and ground to 20 to 4n jnosh si^e. !flie rosin 
was sulfonated •with 18 per cent oleum for SO minutes, washed, 
dried, and tested. The results are shown in Table XXXVl. 
These resins were hard and showed a very slight tendency toward 
color throw. 
Table XXX7I 
lon-exohonge Resins from Sulfonated Cellulose 
IJo. Wt. Wt. Sulfonation Djrjdng Wt. Sulfonation. Drying Yield Y<et density Capacity 
(HCHO), cono. temp. temp, oleua bemp. tamp. gm. lbs.dry resin gr/ft* 
gm. HgSO^ OC ^0 gm. ou. ft. 
1 0.1 300 130 100 400 150 100 48.5 21.3 9,800 
2 0.1 300 130 100 400 ISO 130 49.1 21.4 12,100 
3 0.1 300 130 100 400 130 160 4'7.8 22.9 13,600 
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A. aeries of rasina v(as prepared, in the same manner as the 
sulfonated oollulosa resins, except that 100 grams of oathull 
residue from the liuaker Oata furfural process -were substituted 
for the oollulose. Tlie oathull residua la composed mainly of 
ligno-oellvilose. liie results are shown in Xable XXXVIX, The 
above rosins were much softer than the sulfonated oellulose. 
35ie tendency toward color tiirow very slight in these resins. 
Table XXXVII 
lon-exohsmge Resins Prepared from Sulfonated Oathull Roaidue 
Ko. Wt. Wt. Sulfonation Drying Wt, Sulf©nation Crying Yield Wet density Capacity 
(HCII0)3 oono. tamp. temp, oleum temp. temp. gm. lb.dry resin gr/ft3 
gm. ^280^ oc oc gm. °C °C cu« ft. 
1 0.4 300 130 100 400 ISO 100 54.3 22.0 8,940 
2 0,4 300 130 100 400 130 100 53.2 21.2 10,900 




A aorioa of !  r'-jsj.na v/as propaxed in tlxe samo manner as the 
sulfonated callxalosQ resius, except tliat 100 graiaa of corncob 
flour vraro aubstitutod for biio cellulose. 2i0 ressulta arc ahovm 
'.n Table Hio abovo rosina wore hard and showed very 
little tendency to-'ard color throv;. 
Table XXXVIII 





Sulfonation Drying Wt. 
temp. temp, oleun 
Sulfonation Drying Yield Wet density 





"c OQ gm. OQ oc ou. ft. 
1 0,2 300 ISO 100 «• - - 56.4 23.1 8,700 
2 0.2 300 130 150 - - - 56.0 23.0 B,800 
S 0.2 300 130 160 - - 55.3 23.5 9,740 
4 0.2 300 ISO 100 400 130 100 51.2 22,9 12,200 
5 0.2 300 130 100 400 130 150 51.9 22.8 15,900 
6 0.2 300 130 100 400 130, 160 51.5 23.1 15,000 
Comparison of Capacities of lou-sxohange Resins Prepared from 
Llgnin and Collulosio ilatorialo v/ith CoBanercial lon-axchanga Hesina 
Ihe oapaoities of several of the better cation exohsmge 











Dow Super H-X 
Zeo-I^arb 
Capacity 
2,700 to 5,500 
2,600 to 3,000 
6,000 to 13,000 
8,000 to 12,000 
16,000 
9,000 to 11,000 
20,000 to 22,000 
13,000 
Source of data 








The capacities of 25,100 grains per cubic foot for the 
sulfonated lignin-resoroinol resin (JIo. S in Table X}3CV) and 
15,199 grains per cubic foot for the sulfonated oorrioob reyin 
(KO. S in 'Jabls XSXiTIIl) oonipare very ivell v/ith the resins 
listed above* 
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USE OP LIGiriN m> LIGIfLN DSPIVATIV23 AS CEMENT ADDITIVES 
Sulfite li^nin has been usod as s o^iinont additl-"-e to improve 
the flow properties of cenent and concrete (85)• It is claimed 
that the fluidity of freshly mixed concrete oan be improved by 
tJio addition of a small amount of sulfite lignin without 
decreasing the strength of the concrete after setting. H\is 
property is useful because the addition of vrater to freshly 
mixed oonorete to improve its workability reducea ita Qtren<:th 
after sotting. 
It -mas found that hemp lif^nin and corncob lignin also had 
the ability to increase the fluidity of cement mixtures. 
Experiments were then carried out to see if other materials 
also possessed this property. The fluidity was measured by 
mixing 14 grams of a 1 per cent solution of the material being 
tested with 20 grams of portland cement and 30 grams of sand, 
'ihe mixture was poured out on a flat glass plate and the area 
covered by the cement mixture after 1 minute was measured, 
Bie area covered by the oement mixture was used as a measure 
of the flow. 'Ihe sand used in this series of experiments was 
fine grained sand (20 to 40 mesh siEe) screened from river sand. 
Ihe results are shown in Hable XXXIX. 
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Table xxiax 
Th« Effect of Various Cement Additives upon Flow 
Additive Flow « area covered 
"by 84 gia» of oenent 
om2 
Noiw 50*5 
Hemp 15.gnin (Rnn 9) 78.8 
Corncob lignin (Run 12) 90,1 
ICeadol lignin (alkali lignin sold by Mead S6«2 
Paper Company) 
Xndulin 0 (alkali lignin sold by West Virginia 20*6 
Pulp and Paper Company) 
^alolum lij^nos«lfoRflt© (sold by Marathon 98.6 
Paper Company) 
Sodixsn salt of vinsol resin (vinsol reain is 28•£ 
sold by Hereules Por-dor Conipp.ny) 
Qwebraoho extract 71,0 
Tannic acid 75.5 
Soap 10.1 
Oluo 30,2 




Rodluin silicate 27,4 
Calcim chloride 52.9 
•"19 J" 
TaoXa XXJIDI (Continued) 
Additive Flow « arsa covered 
by 64 gm. of ooment 
om2 
Synthetio Detergents 
Naooonal 'SR (sold "by National Aniling) S3.5 
I.!aypon K (f;-;ld by Mayvfood CUemioal Vforks) 33.5 
!faypon 4C (sold by '.layA'oo'l Cue^'iloal "Wor'tcs) 49.2 
jhf\rplo3 ?To;i-lonic ilo« 218 (sold by oh;i.i'xJles 62.3 
Cheonioal Company) 
OvruB W. A. Pasta (sold by Procter and Gamble) 48.0 
Artio Syntex "M" B«ada (sold by Colgate 75.5 
Palmel.lv© Peat Ccsnpany) 
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Ihe data in Table XL show that calcium lijpiosulfonate 
gave the Lest flow at low oonoentrationa. Ihe flow property 
of both hemp li;;n'.n and oornooL lif;-nin was improved l>y reacting 
them with sodium bisulfite and formaldghyde. Meadol ligmn 
and Indulin C were roaoted %vith sodium bisulfite and formaldehyde. 
I}ie resulting product did not improve the flow of cement mixtures. 
Calcium lij^nosulfonate \vas also roaoted v.lth sodvam bisulfite 
and fonnaldehydo, but the resulting product did not improve 
the flow as much as the orijrinal calcium lif.nortulfonnte. 
Tho data in Table lOQUX show that about half of the compounds 
tested improved the flow. The best increases in flow were 
obtained with hemp lignin, corncob lignin, calciuiri lijjnoaulfonate, 
tannic acid, Nacconal NR, Maypon 4C, and Artie Syntex "AI*' beads. 
It waa found that increased flow could be obtained from 
the material formed by adding 17.5 parts of 37 per cent form­
aldehyde to 20 parts of a 50 per cent solution of sodium 
bisulfite and then adding 10 parts of hemp or corncob lignin 
and evaporatinfr the solution to drjmoas. Hesults of the effect 
of the above materials on flow are r.iven in Ikble XX plcnp; 
v/lth data on hemp lignin, corncob lignin, and oalcium ligno-
sulfonate. Ihe concentration of the additives in the water 
soliition was varied to see -vsiiat effect concentration had on 
the flow. 
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Tensile tests were run on cement samples using the 
trarlous additives which increased the flow, the cement was 
oast into standard briquettes in a brass mold* Ihe cross 
sectional area at the middle of the briquette was 1 square 
inch. A photograph of the tensile testing machine with a 
briquette in place is shown in Fig. 16. 
liable XL 






Hemp Conioob 10 parts hemp 10 parts hemp 
lignin lignin lignin lignin 
10 parts NaHSOg 15 parts NaHSOg 
7.6 parts CH2O 11,2 parts CHgO 
10 pfiurts oorn-
coh lignin 
10 parts NaHSOg 
7.5 parts CligO 
Calcium 
lignosulfonate 
10 100.8 115.2 108.8 97.0 106.9 25.0 
5 83.3 108.2 113.2 102.2 103.2 75.6 
2.5 81.8 94.7 94.5 86.2 91.2 81.9 
1 78.6 90.1 92.3 77.0 80.1 98.5 
0.5 81.1 86.7 79.0 76.2 76.2 96.9 
0.25 80.2 78.6 78.9 75.2 70.4 93.5 
0.1 70.6 73.2 62.3 60.1 64.2 75.6 
Fig. 16 Tensile Testing ITachine 
ISB* 
The briquettes were stored In the mold for 24 hours smd 
then in the alanosphere until tested. Two samples of each 
mixture were tested after aging 7 days and 3 anmples after 
aging 28 days, with the exception of the samples prepared -with­
out additive. In the Tsi tter case, 6 samples v/ere tested after 
aging 7 days and 9 samples after aging 28 days. Ten parts of 
solution, 20 parts of cement, and 30 parts sand hy weight 
were used in each sample, ^e s&nd used was the name as that 
used for the flow tests. 
Bable XLI 
Tensile Strength of Cement Samples Using Various Additives 
Material used as additive Cone. Tensile strength 
% psi 
7 days 26 days 
None 79.4 119.0 
Hemp llgnln (Run 9) 10 17.3 16.6 
n n n n 2.5 14.4 13.0 
tl tt tl SI 1.0 147.0 216.0 
n w tl It 0.5 104.0 }56.0 
3 a 3 0.25 103.0 123.0 
Corncob lignin (Run 12) 1 102.0 142.0 
It n It n 0.5 97.2 129.0 
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Table XLI (Continued) 
Material used as additive Cono* Tensile strength 
% Psi 
7 days 28 days 
10 parts oornoob lignin, 10 parts HaKSOg 
7.6 parts HCHO * 
5 12.8 19.3 
10 palrfcs oornoob lignin, 10 parts 
NaHSOs, 7.5 parts HCHO 
1 42.8 63.3 
10 parts oornoob lignin, 10 parts 
NaHS03, 7.5 parts ^ HO 
0.25 51.8 72.6 
10 peirts hemp lignin, 10 parts NaHSOj, 
7.5 parts HCHO 
5 14.8 23.3 
10 parts hemp lignin, 10 parts NaHSOg, 
7.5 parts HCHO 
1 98.1 95;2 
10 parts hemp lignin, 10 parts laHSOg, 
7.5 parts formaldehyde 
0.25 118.0 266.0 
10 parts hemp lignin, 15 parts HaHSOj, 
11.2 parts HCHO 
5 13.1 19.6 
10 parts hemp lignin, 15 psirts NaHSO^, 
11.2 parts HCHO 
1 183.0 232.0 
10 parts homp lignin, 15 parts NaHSOg, 
11.2 parts HCHO 
0.25 87.4 117.0 
10 parts hemp lignin, 5 parts NaHSC,, 
3.75 parts HCHO 
1 93.6 70.2 
10 parts hemp lignin, 20 parts NaHSOg, 
15 parts HCHO 
1 92.3 164.0 
Calcium lignosulfonats 1 6.0 12.1 
N ft n 0.5 82.8 82.4 
n n u 0.25 78.0 91.S 
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Table (Continued) 
Tln.to\'ial tised 3 a acldi ^ivo Cono. Tensile s trongth 
^ pai 
7 days 28 days 
Caloi\iiii lignosulfonato 0.1 81.3 141.0 
Indulin C 1 107.0 180.0 
Suorose 1 13.9 10.3 
Dextrin 1 2.4 G.l 
Dextrose 1 7.3 1.7 
(iuebraoho Q7.traot 1 3.3 9.1 
Tannine acid 1 1.1 3.7 
Calcium chloride 1 120.0 157.0 
Maypon 1 123.0 163.0 
Naoconal M 1 130.0 139.0 
Tho data in Table XLT show that marl;:etl increasfis in abrongth 
wore obtained v/ith the hmip lignin and tlie hemp lignia-biaulfite-
formldohyd© product. Inoroaaea in strength of 81.5 to 123 per 
cen'fc respectively over tho stroi^jth oi' iho "blank isora obtsiiiaod. 
The homp lignin was 3upa:'ior to the cornoob lignin. 
Siaoe osmant cmrod under v/ator* ' . 3  stronger i:hfin air curad 
oement, the follmTing serioc vas cured imder watsr. 'iiio iiemp 
lignin^'bionlfi to-fomaldohyiie prnduot g.wu c.io }'.i-:]\f)sb sti'exjgtl'i 
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In the preceding table, for this reason the ratio of lignin 
to sodim bisulfite ms varied to find the optimum oompoaition. 
The ratio of sodium bisulfite to formaldehyde waa held at 4 to 
3 for eaoh run. The same proportions of solution, cement and 
sand were used as in the preceding series. Ihe sand used in 
this series ivas the same as that used in the previous series. 
The results are shown in liable XLI. The best strength after 
aging 28 days is underlined for each lignin-bisulfite-formalde-
hyde product. 
T&hle XUI 
Proportions of Hemp Lignin and Sodium Bisulfite Varied 
Material used as additive Cone. Tensile strength 
% psi 
7 days 28 days 
None 265 434 
Calcium lignosulfonate 1 267 200 
n n n 0.5 242 392 
n n It 0.25 287 42S 
n n n 0.1 285 399 
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Tahle XLII (Continued) 
Material used as additive Gone. Tensile strength 
% psi 
7 daya 28 days 
Hemp lignin 1 328 412 
II n 0.5 206 373 
n n 0.25 286 397 
n n 0.1 296 410 
Farts hemp Farts sodium 
lignin bisulfite 
10 2.5 1 314 401 
10 2.5 0.5 331 444 
10 2.5 0.25 248 418 
10 2.5 0.1 321 396 
10 5 1 301 392 
10 5 0.5 359 437 
10 5 0.25 304 420 
10 5 0.1 248 437 
10 7.5 1 259 395 
10 7.5 0.5 271 422 
10 7.5 0.25 257 399 
10 7.5 0.1 254 396 
10 10 1 300 411 
10 10 0.5 333 462 
10 10 0.25 321 442 
10 10 0.1 321 442 
10 12.5 1 287 315 
10 12.5 0.5 263 374 
10 12.5 0.25 343 437 
10 12.5 0.1 296 461 
10 15 1 287 455 
10 15 0.5 330 403 
10 15 0.25 371 445 
10 15 0.1 307 473 
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TH.-bU XLII (Continusd) 
Material uaod as additive Cone. Tensile strength 
% Psi 
Parts hemp Farts sodium 7 days 28 days 
lignin bisulfite 
10 17.5 1 285 389 
10 17; 5 0.5 302 423 
10 17.5 0.25 305 431 
10 17.5 0.1 321 451 
10 20 1 270 410 
10 20 0.5 301 405 
10 20 0.25 310 394 
10 20 0.1 279 443 
0 NaHS0« and 0.1 281 389 
IICHO 
Ihe data in Table XUI show that the optimum proportions 
of hemp lignin and sodium bisulfite is about 10 parts lignin to 
15 parts sodium bisulfite# Ihe increase in strength was much 
less than in the air cured samples. This may have been due to 
the water leaching the additive out of the briquettes. 
Ihe next series -was run using Ottawa sand (20 to 30 mesh) 
to compare the effect of the lignin compound containing 10 parts 
lignin, 15 parts sodium bisulfite, and 11.2 parts 37 per cent 
formaldehyde with calcium lignosulfonate. The following propor­
tions were useda 6 parts by weight of solution, 10 parts cement, 
and SO parts sand. Bie samples were cured under water. The 
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reeulta are shown in Sable XLIII. 
•lahle XLIII 
Results of Using Additives with Ottawa Sand in Cement Cured Under 
VTater 
Material used as additive Cono. Tensile strength 
psi 
7 days 28 days 
None M* M 242 305 
Caloium lignosulfonatd 0.1 270 334 
Hemp lignin-bisulfite compound 0.26 314 382 
Hie data in 31abla XLIII show -Hiat the hemp lignin-bisulfite 
compound gave the greatest inorease in strength (Z6 per cent). 
In the next series the same proportions were used as in Table 
XLIII. Ihe samples were air oured* Compressive tests were also 
r\m on 2 inoh oubes* Ihe results are shown in Table XLIV* 
T&ble XLIV 
Keaults of Using Additives with Ottavm Sand in Cement Cured in Air 








7 days 28 days 
28 days 
psi 
None 185 262 2,390 
Calcium lignosulfonate 0.1 190 271 2,240 
Hemp lignin-bisulfite compd. 0.25 243 314 2,800 
Corncob lignin-bisulfite 
compd. 0.1 186 280 — 
The above data show that the hemp lignin-bisulfite compound 
sample isas about 20 per cent higher in tensile strength and 
about 17 per cent higher in compressive strength than the sample 
containing no additive. The calcium lignosulfonate and corncob 
lignin-bisulfite compound had little effect on the strength. 
In the next series of runs a oomneroial sand (lO to 40 mesh 
size) was used. Ihe ratio of sand to cement was varied. The hemp 
lignin-bisulfite-formaldehyde compound was prepared by evaporating 
10 pEurts hemp lignin, 10 parts water, 16 parts sodium bisulfite, 
and 11.2 parts of 37 per cent formaldehyde to dryness. The 
results are shown in Table XLV. 
Tible XLV 
Ratio of Sand and Cemant Varied 
Parts Parts Parts Uatarial used as additive Cone. Tensile strength Compressive 
solution oement sand additive psi strength 
by wt. by "wt. by wt. in soln. psi 
% 7 days 28 days 
0.6 1 1.5 Hone 284 415 3,320 
0.6 1 1.5 Lignin-bisulfite oompd. 0.25 326 497 4,210 
0.6 1 1.5 Caloium lignosulfonate 0.1 322 438 3,650 
0.6 1 2 None MM 262 414 3,020 
0.6 1 2 Lignin*bisulfite oos^d. 0.25 306 423 4,180 
0.6 1 2 Caloium lignosulfonate 0.1 268 372 3,360 
0.6 1 S None —— 300 339 2,820 
0.6 1 3 Lignin-bisulfite ooapd. 0.25 309 324 3,550 
0.6 1 3 Oaloium lignosulfit4 0.1 274 320 2,640 
0.6 1 4 Kone MM 272 290 2,190 
0.6 1 4 Lignin-bisulfite oompd. 0.25 244 259 2,390 
0.6 1 4 Caloiim lignosulfonate 0.1 195 255 2,050 
0.8 1 5 I?one MM 135 154 871 
0.8 1 5 Lignin-bisulfite oompd. 0.25 109 150 813 
0.8 1 5 Calcium lignosulfonate 0.1 126 154 370 
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Ihe data in Table XLV show that oaloium lignosulfonate did 
not materially affect the tensile or conpreBsive strengths. Ihe 
tensile strength "was inoreased by the addition of the lignin-
bisulfite-formaldehyde oompound where the ratio of sand to oment 
was not higher than 2 to 1. The ocmipressivo strength was inoreased 
by the addition of the lignin-bisulfite-formaldehyde oompound in 
every case except where the ratio of sand to cement was 5 to 1. 
•Die tensile strength of the sample -with a oement-sand ratio 
of 1 to 2 and containing the lignin-bisulfite compound was 
higher than the sample made up with no additive, and having a 
oement-sand ratio of 1 to 1.5. The compressive strength of the 
sample Ti1-& a ooment-sand ratio of 1 to 3 and containing the 
lignin-bisulfite oompound was higher than the sample Tdth a 
oement-sand ratio of 1 to 1.5 and containing no additive. 
The initial setting time was determined for cement mixtures 
with and without the hemp lignin-bisulfite-formaldehyde oompound. 
A Vioat needle was used in this test. The oement mixture was 
poured into a cylindrical mold to a depth of 4 centimeters. Ihe 
initial setting time was reached when a needle 1 millimeter in 
oross-seotion loaded with a 300 gram weight was no longer able 
to penetrate the whole thickness of the oement paste. 
The oement additive used was prepsired by evaporating 10 
parts hemp lignin, 15 parts sodium bisulfite, 15 parts water, 
and 11.2 parts 57 per cent formaldehyde to dryness. A concentration 
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of 0.25 per oent of the addition in •water vfas used. The cement 
paate -was mixed up using 1.5 parts solution and 5 parts of cement* 
The initial setting time of -fche sample without additive was 1.44 
hours and with the additive, the setting time -was 1.32 hours. 
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CCST ESTIiVATS 
The experiments on plastics, ion-exohange reains, and 
oement additives show that the lignln prepared by evuporating 
the entire caustic lignin solution to dryness has oommorcial 
possibilities. 'Hiarofor©, the oost estimate given in the 
follovring pages was based on the process shown in J'ig. 5» L 
flow diagram for a proposed plant processing 10 tons of oornooba 
per day is shotm in Fig. 17. Four 4,200 gallon Haveg cookers 
are shoim. If each cooker holds 1*25 tons of corncobs and 2 
runs are made with each cooker In a 24 hour period, then 10 tons 
of oornoobs could be processed per day. 
The heating area of the evaporators -was estimated using 
an overall ooeffioient of 100 Btu per hour por square foot per 
degree Fahrenheit. iL temperature difference of 70 degrees in 
each evaporator was believed to be a reasonable value* 
Ihe heating area of the furfural still ms estimated 
usins an overall ooeffioier.t of 100 Btu per hour per square 
foot par degree Fahi'enheit. A. temperature difference of 50 
degrees Fahrenheit -was taken as a reasonable value. 
The cost data for most of the equipment was taken from 
"Chemical Engineering Plant Design" by Vilbrandt (86) and an 
article in the transactions of the Amerioan Ins tltute of 
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Unit No» Unit coat 
Haveg tank (4200 gal) 4 $1,972.25 §7,889.00 
A.oid storage tank (5000 gal wood lined with lygon) 1 400.00 400.00 
Acid storage tank (3500 gal wood lined with lygon) 1 300.00 300.00 
Acid mixing tank (lOOO gal wood lined with Tygon) 1 150.00 150.00 
Cellulose pulp storage tank (1000 gal wood). ... 1 150.00 150.00 
Caustic storage tank (5000 gal steel). ....... 2 420.00 840.00 
Evaporator (334 sq. ft. heating surface) 2 4,020.00 8,040.00 
Furfural still (340 sq. ft. heating surface) ... 1 6,130.00 6,130.00 
Fractionating column and packing .........l 932.00 932.00 
Plate and frame filter press ....•.•••..l 220.00 220.00 
Hassner mill. ..••••....*...••... 1 2,500.00 2,500.00 
Oliver filter 1 4,800.00 4,800.00 
Attrition mill 1 2,500.00 2,500.00 
Grtnn drier •...•.•••••••••. ....l 800.00 800.00 
Elevator .. . •. .......1 1,250.00 1,250.00 
136,911.00 
Pumps and piping (10"^ equipment cost). 3,691.10 
Installation {ZO/a equipment cost). 7,382.20 
Total equipment cost §47,984.30 
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Cost of Lsind 
One acre of land -was considered sufficient. A price of 
$500 per acre seemed to be a reasonable estimate. 
Cost of Building 
The dimensions required to house the equipnent shown in 
Fig. 17 was estimated to be 80 feet by 100 feet. The estimated 
cost for single story brick mill oonstruotion is $1.50 per 
square foot. 
The oost of the building isi 
80 x 100 x 11.50 S $12,000 
Other costs 
Excavations and foundations (10^ of building costs). . $1^200 
Electric wiring (2^ of building costs) ........ 240 
Office furniture 500 
Flixmbing eind heating facilities 1,000 
Water and steam (10^ building costs) 1,200 
Total building oost $16,140 
Fixed Capital 
Total equipment and building costs $64,624.30 
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Raw Material Costs 
Material Amount per Unit ooat Cost per 
day lb. day 
Corncobs 20,000 §0.0025 I 50,00 
Sulfuric acid ••«•••••••• 7,000 0*008o 68*10 
Sodium nitrate* •••>•••••• 2,500 0*02 50«00 
Sodium chloride ••••«•••••• 2,500 0*0025 6*25 
Sodium hydroxide* • • • * a « * > *  1,400 0*0285 39*98 
$204.33 
Steam, Water and Pov/er costs 
Amount per Unit coat Cost per 
day lb. day 
Steam 197,100 $0*00025 $49*28 
Water 340,000 0*000005 1.40 
P o w e r . *  . . * * . * * * * * > • *  5 0 0  K w  H r  0 . 0 2  1 0 * 0 0  
$60*68 
Annual Labor Cost 
1 Plant manager (at $3,500 per year). 3,500 
6 Operator (at §2,500 per year). ...*. * 15,000 
3 Common laborers (at §2,000 per year) 6,000 
$24,500 
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Total Annual Costs 
(assume a 300 day year) 
Eav/material. .300 x $204.33 - $61,299 
Steam, water and power. ...... 300 x 60.68 = 18,204 
Labor. ................... - 24,500 
Depreciation 10^ of fixed o&pital = 6,462 
Maintenance 2;^ of fixed capital = 1,292 
Taxes. ..2.5^ of fixed capitals 1,616 
I n s u r a n c e .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,0m6% of fixed capital^ 323 
1113,696 
Annual Value of Products 
If distribution and profits sure taken as 30 per oent of 
the annual costs, then the azmual value of the products will have 
to be $113,696 (0.30) (113,696) or |147,805. At the present 
time furfural sells for §0.095 per pound. Assxnning that the 
cellulose could be sold for #0.03 per pound, the ccmbined value 
of the cellulose and furfural would be» 
Furfural 300 x 1,200 x $0,095 • $34,200 
Cellulose 300 x 7,060 x O.OS = 63,540 
#97,740 
This leaves $147,805 - $97,740 or $50,065 to be made up by 
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the lignin. The value of the lignin would be J 
iftCQ Qgg 
Value of lignin » (4,486)'(300J * $0.0373 per pound 
Cost Estimate for Hemp Hurds 
If hemp hurda yrere prooessod instead of oornoobs aooording 
to the process used in Run No. 9, the amounts of chemicals used 
would have to be raised. Also,it would be necessary to use a 
glass lined still in place of the lead lined furfural still. 
The yields of cellulose, lignin and furfural would be as shown 
below* 
Furfural 600 potmds per day 
Lignin 6,440 pounds per day 
Cellulose 9,740 pounds per day 
Raw ^ terial Costs 
Material Amount per Unit cost Cost per 
day lb. day 
$0 .0025 $ 50< ,00 
0 .0083 123. >25 
0 .02 100. ,00 
0 .0025 12. >60 
0 .0285 39. ,98 
$325.73 
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Total Annual Costa 
Raw material* «••••••••• 300 x $325*73 — $97,719 
Steam, nmter sind poirer. • • • • • 300 x 60.68 S 18,204 
Labor. 24^600 
D e p r e o i a t i o n  • . . • • . . . « • •  1 0 ^  o f  f i x e d  c a p i t a l  s  6 , 4 6 2  
lifainteuauoe 2^ of fixed capital • 1,292 
!I^ es 2.5  ^of fixed capital s 1,616 
Insuranoa. 0.5^ of fixed capital s 323 
Total annual costs. $150,116 
Annual Value of Products 
If distribution and profits are taken as 30 per cent of 
the total annual costs, then the annual value of the products will 
have to be $180,116 M-(0.30) (130,116) or Sl96,152. If the fur­
fural is worth $0,095 per pound, and the cellulose is worth §0.03 
per poundI the oombined value of the cellulose and furfural 
would bet 
Furfural ' 300 x 600 x ^ 0.095 = $17,100 
Cellulose 300 x 9740 x 0.03 = 87,860 
#104,760 
Shis leaves #195,152 - ^ 104,760 or ^90,392 to be made up 
by the lignin. 
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Tho -Talue of the lignin would be J 
Ago 392 
Value of lignin = (6'^446) (300) = $0.0467 
An ion-exohonge plant operated in oonjunotion with the 
plant described above would make it possible to practically 
eliminate the sulfuric acid cost. The sulfuric acid in the 
•wash water from a resin made by sulfonation could be used in 
the oellulose-furfural-lignin process. Since the cost or 
sulfuric acid is the major raw material cost, the production 
cost oould be lowered materially. 
The raw material oosts of the best plastics reported in the 
plastic seotion were estimated using the costs of lignin 
determined above and the oosts of the materials shown belowt 
Wood flour filler $0,015 per pound 
Asbestos filler 0.015 per pound 
Phenol 0.14 per pound 
37jS formaldehyde 0.042 per pound 
Vinsol resin 0.04 par pound 
Cumarone Indene resin 0.04 per pound 
!3i3 raw material costs of the most promising plastics are 
shown below: 
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Plastlo material Raw material cost 
No. 3 in liable XXXII (Phenol-formaldehyde- 4.15//lb. 
lignin liquid resin with wood flotor 
filler) 
No. 3 in Table XXXI (Phenol-formaldehyde- 9.23/^/lb. 
lignin resin with wood flour filler) 
Ko. 2 In Jkble XXIX (Lignin-vinsol resin- 3.07;!f/lb. 
cumarone indene resin with asbestos 
filler) 
Ho. 4 in liable XXXIII (Phenol-formaldehyde- 1.21;jf/lb. 
lignin liquid with sawdust filler, 
for synthetic board) 
Ihe most promising lon-exohange resins were the ones 
prepared by sulfonating cellulose, corncobs, and a lignin 
resorcinol polymer. Ihe cost estimates for these resins are 
shown below. Uie oost of resorcinol is $0.68 per pound. 
Resin Raw material ooat 
No. 3 in Table XXXV (sulfonated lignin- •4.77/ou. ft 
resoroinol polymer) 
No. 3 in Table XXXVI (sulfonated cellulose) 4.29/ou. ft 
No. 5 in Tiabla XXX7III (sulfonated corncobs) 2.85/cu. ft 
Ihe raw material oost of producing the hemp lignin-sodium 
bisulfite-fomaldehyde cement additive would be $0,051 per 
pound using the oost of sodium bisulfite as ^ 0.03 per pound. 
Since the additive is made by merely evaporating tho lignin-
bisulfite-foraaldehyde solution to dryness, the final oost of 
tho additive should not be more than about $0>055 per pound* 
Hie best Increases of strength of the oement samples were 
obtained using a oonoentration of 0*1 to 0.25 per oent of the 
additive in the water •used in tho cement mixture. The cost 
of ti'eating a ton of 1 2 3 i 6 concrete would be from SO.OI 
to ^0.0275. 
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DISCnsSION OF EESULTS 
The cost estimatQa show that oellulose, furfural and 
lignin oan be produoed from hsmp hurda and cornooba at a reason­
able cost. Ihe estimated coat of lignin depends largely upon 
the value of the oolluloso. The value of cellulose used in the 
cost estimate -was about l/2 the price of paper pulp at the 
present time. Any increase in the value of the cellulose could 
be deduoted from tlie estimated cost of the lignin. The yield 
of furfural from corncobs •vms higher than from hemp hurds. Qis 
yields of oelluloso and lignin were lower from oornoobs. Ihc 
yield of furfural was found to be increased considerably by 
pressure distillation. Other materials having a similar chemical 
oomposition such as cornstalks, sawdust, and straw could 
probably be used instead of hemp hurds or corncobs by adjusting 
the amounts of ohemioals used. 
It is essential to the economy of the process to find a 
market for the lignin. 'Ihree promising uses were developed for 
the lignin. Ihese uses were the prepeiration of plastics, ion-
exchange resins, and cement additives. Some of the plastics 
and ion-exchange resins prepared from the lignin compsjred well 
with coramercial products and have a lower raw material cost. 
3he cement additive made from hemp lignin was superior to 
the oornoob lignin additive in inoreasing the strength of cement. 
The corncob lignin was superior in increasing the flow of 
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freshly mixed oement mixtures* Ihe hemp lignin additive 
increased the strength of oement more than sulfite lignin 
and fras fsor superior to the other alkali lignins tested. 
An equation was developed for predicting refractive index 
from chemical structure. This equation was based on the hypothesis 
that light waves are not transmitted by the core of an atom Eind 
are forced to bend around the atom. 3he velocity of the light in 
all parts of the refracting medium was assumed to be the velocity 
of light in a vacuum. Ihe fact that the equations based on this 
hypothesis proved to be more accurate than the Lorenis-Lorentis 
equation in predicting index of refraction and can be used to 
calculate values of atomic radii in agreement with other methods 
as well as explain the behavior of light in moving mediums 
indicates that the theory niust be sound. 
Ilho index of refraction equation was used to verify one of 
the structures of lignin proposed by Freudenberg. Ttile structure 




1* Cellulose, furfural, and lignin can be produced in one 
process from oornoobs at a cost of 5, 9.5, and 3.73 cents per 
pound respectively. 
2. Cellulose, furfural, and lignin can be produced in 
one process from hemp hurds at a cost of 3, 9.5, and 4.67 cents 
per po\md respectively. 
3. Plastics from lignin were made which compared well with 
phenol-formaldehyde plastics and had a much lower raw material 
cost. 
4« Ion-exchange resins were made from lignin and cellulose 
which compared well with commercial resins in capacity, stability, 
and hardness. The raw material costs for these resins vras low. 
5. A cement additive was prepared from hemp lignin which 
improved the flow of freshly mixed oement and increased both the 
tensile and compressive strengths of the oement after setting. 
6. Ihe hemp lignin oement additive increased the strength 
of oement more than sulfite lignin and was far superior to 
the other alkali lignins tested. 
7. An index of refraction equation v/aa derived '.vhioh proved 
to be more accurate than the Lorent-Lorentz equation. 
8. Atomic radii were calculated from the index of refraction 
equation which were in agreement with values determined by 
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other methods* 
9* The meohanism assvoned in the derivation of the index of 
refraotion equation ms used to derive an equ&tion explaining 
the behavior of light in moving medixans. 
10. Ihe index of refraotion equation was used to verify 




Cellulose, furfural, and lignin oan be produced in one 
process from hemp hurds or oomoobs at a reasonable cost* Plastics 
and ion-exohange resins were prepared from the lignin and cellulose* 
A cement additive was made from the hemp lignin vihioh improved 
the flow of freshly mixed cement and increased the strength of 
the cement after setting* An equation for the prediction of index 
of refraction from chemical structure was developed* Oie index 
of refraction equation was used to calculate atomic radii. 
Another equation was derived, from the mechanism used in the 
derivation of the index of refraction equation, which explained 
the behavior of light in moving mediums. One of Freudenberg's 
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